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Abstract
Designing materials with advanced functionalities is the main focus of contemporary solid-state physics and chemistry. Research efforts worldwide are funneled into a few high-end goals, one of the oldest, and most fascinating of which is the search for an ambient temperature superconductor (A-SC). The reason is clear: superconductivity at ambient conditions implies being able to handle, measure and access a single, coherent, macroscopic quantum mechanical state without the limitations associated with cryogenics and pressurization. This would not only open exciting avenues for fundamental research, but also pave the road for a wide range of technological applications, affecting strategic areas such as energy conservation and climate change. In this roadmap we have collected contributions from many of the main actors working on superconductivity, and asked them to share their personal viewpoint on the field. The hope is that this article will serve not only as an instantaneous picture of the status of research, but also as a true roadmap defining the main long-term theoretical and experimental challenges that lie ahead. Interestingly, although the current research in superconductor design is dominated by conventional (phonon-mediated) superconductors, there seems to be a widespread consensus that achieving A-SC may require different pairing mechanisms.

In memoriam, to Neil Ashcroft, who inspired us all.
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1. Preface to the 2021 room-temperature superconductivity roadmap

Designing materials with advanced functionalities is the main focus of contemporary solid-state physics and chemistry. Research efforts worldwide are funneled into a few high-end goals, one of the oldest, and most fascinating of which is the search for an ambient temperature superconductor (A-SC).

The reason is clear: superconductivity at ambient conditions implies being able to handle, measure and access a single, coherent, macroscopic quantum mechanical state without the limitations associated with cryogenics and pressurization. This would not only open exciting avenues for fundamental research, but also pave the road for a wide range of technological applications, affecting strategic areas such as energy conservation and climate change.

Recently, the dream of A-SC has been revived by the discovery of superconductivity at 203 K in the high-pressure superhydride SH$_3$, followed quickly by LaH$_{10}$ with critical temperature of 260 K, and five years later by the report of room-temperature superconductivity (RTSC) in C-S-H. These discoveries marked a milestone in superconductivity history not only for achieving the record critical temperatures, but also for an unprecedented synergy between theory and experiment in the discovery of superconductors. The momentum derived by the superhydride breakthroughs is now driving an intense debate among different fields to define new search strategies and methodological improvements to overcome the remaining obstacle to A-SC, i.e. the reduction of operation pressure. In this roadmap we have collected contributions from many of the main actors working on superconductivity at high pressures, and asked them to share their personal viewpoint on the field. The hope is that this article will serve not only as an instantaneous picture of the status of research, but also as a true roadmap defining the main long-term theoretical and experimental challenges that lie ahead. Interestingly, although the current research in superconductor design is dominated by conventional (phonon-mediated) superconductors, there seems to be a widespread consensus that achieving A-SC may require different pairing mechanisms.

All in all, it emerges from our collection that the main future challenges for the field fall into three broad categories: (i) improving the current theoretical description of solids and superconductivity, (ii) extending the domain of methods for computational material design beyond the current limits dictated by computational efficiency and (iii) developing new experimental methodologies for controlled synthesis and characterization.

(i) Improving the current theoretical description of solids and superconductivity: inherent limits connected to widely used approximations in solid state theory prevent an accurate description of many of the most promising classes of high-$T_c$ superconductors. Electronic and nuclear excitations in hydrogen-rich solids may only be described including non-adiabatic and anharmonic effects beyond the standard Born–Oppenheimer approximation. Most unconventional superconductors exhibit strong correlation effects (Mott transitions, localized magnetism, etc) beyond the reach of standard mean-field density functional theory (DFT). Moreover, exploring pairing mechanisms other than that based on the electron–phonon interaction, such as plasmons, excitons, paramagnons, requires extending current first-principles theory of the superconducting phase.

(ii) Extending the domain of methods for computational material design: ab-initio crystal structure prediction (CSP) methods have been the major driving force behind the hydride rush that led to the discovery of room temperature superconductivity, and it is thus natural to consider them the most promising tool to discover new high-temperature superconductors.

However, many of the scientists contributing to this roadmap point out that a paradigm shift will be needed to explore the phase diagrams of more complex materials than simple binary hydrides, such as SH$_3$ and LaH$_{10}$. A major role will be played by artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) methods, applied to different aspects of superconductor design. For example, new machine-learning force fields, delivering accurate total energy and forces at reduced computational cost, can be employed to explore the potential energy landscapes of more complex materials, and give access to processes involving much larger time and length scales, such as pressure–temperature phase diagrams, defect structures, non-equilibrium phases, grain-boundaries, and alloys.

ML also represents a formidable tool to identify a priori promising regions of the chemical space through high-throughput screening. This will require identifying efficient superconductivity descriptors to replace the empirical principles used in the past. The high-throughput approach is completely independent of the specific chemical composition or superconducting mechanism.

(iii) Developing new experimental methodologies for controlled synthesis and characterization: the main scientific objective of future superconductor research, as clearly stated by all contributors to the collection, is to reduce the pressure range in which RTSC is found. Different experimental strategies are proposed, ranging from the increase of energy barriers between metastable and stable phases, to the exploration of the P–T phase diagrams, to the use of appropriate substrates and synthesis techniques, and even AI to guide the experiments and the synthesis.

The contributions to the roadmap have been divided into six sections, which cover different aspects of the prediction of A-SC. In the introduction, Warren Pickett provides a historical overview on theoretical predictions of superconductivity, and offers a critical discussion of the key quantities that need to be optimized to achieve room critical temperatures in conventional superconductors. In section 2 (hydrogen-rich solids) and section 3 (CSP methods) we have collected contributions from several groups who have played a major role in the synthesis and prediction of superhydrides.

The first part features contributions from the authors of the three main experimental discoveries in the field: Mikhail Eremets, who was the first to observe high $T_c$ superconductivity in SH$_3$, Russell Hemley, who measured superconductivity at 260 K in lanthanum hydride (LaH$_{10}$), and Ranga Dias, who has recently reported room temperature superconductivity in...
a carbon sulfur hydrogen compound. Christoph Heil reviews the peculiar bonding properties and pairing of several hydrides. Neil Ashcroft’s 1968 prediction that atomic hydrogen would be the ultimate conventional superconductor has been one of the main driving forces of high pressure research leading to superhydride discovery. Carlo Pierleoni reviews the current understanding of this exciting field, which has seen many developments in the last five years.

Maximilian Amsler, Nikita Rybin and Collaborators, Hanyu Liu and Yanning Ma and Chris Pickard review and discuss future challenges of material design methods, and strategies to overcome the obstacle represented by the growing complexity of the search space. In this respect Eva Zurek and Tiange Bi discuss the role of chemical experience in automated structural search, while Aleksey Kolmogorov presents an interesting combination of material design and ML.

Section 4 provides a critical analysis of the most recent developments, limitations and perspectives in the field of \textit{ab-initio} superconductivity. Besides the excitement caused by their discovery, high-\(T_c\) superconducting hydrides have proven a marvelous test-bed for our current theories of conventional superconductivity. These materials combine large critical temperatures and complex lattice dynamics, challenging the capabilities of cutting-edge methods in electronic structure theory and \textit{ab-initio} superconductivity.

Ion Errea discusses the complexity of the quantum nature of the energy landscape of these strongly anharmonic systems, which goes well beyond the limits of the conventional Born–Oppenheimer adiabatic picture. Ryotaro Arita presents a completely parameter-free formulation of Eliashberg theory and demonstrates its exceptional precision in capturing the superconducting properties of lanthanum hydrides, tracing a path of future developments to address room temperature superconductivity and non-phononic mediators. Roxana Margine also shares her view on the future of the \textit{ab-initio} Eliashberg approach, addressing important points such as the use of Wannier functions to accurately describe momentum anisotropy, the role of vertex corrections, and recent results on a perturbation theory approach based on GW rather than DFT.

Camilla Pellegrini and collaborators review recent developments in DFT for superconductors, and discusses the possibility of combining this theory with the exact-factorization framework for the efficient treatment of non-adiabatic effects.

The importance of AI methods for material discovery is bound to increase in the coming decades. The potential of AI, and in particular of ML, applied to superconductivity is reviewed and discussed in section 5 in two contributions by Valentin Stanev and Stephen Xie and collaborators as coauthors.

This collection is concluded by section 6 (other superconductors), which includes two contributions that directly address the zero-pressure limit. Renato Gonnelli and collaborators discuss the application of protonization to hydrogenate conventional materials and mimic, at normal conditions, the physical properties of high-pressure hydrides. Roser Valenti provides a concise but complete review of the problem of predicting unconventional superconductors, focusing on the specific limitations of current computational methods.

Finally, in the appendix, we have collected the answers of the authors to several questions that provide a more informal view on the present and future of the field.

We wish to thank all authors for their inspiring contributions and their willingness to share personal views and indications to promising research directions.

The editors:

Lilia Boeri, Richard Hennig, Peter Hirschfeld, Gianni Profeta, Antonio Sanna, Eva Zurek

I. Introduction

2. Historical perspectives on the RTS roadmap

Warren E Pickett

University of California Davis, United States of America

2.1. Status: decades of chagrin; recent elation

The paradigm-resetting breakthrough (2014–2019) to RTS in metal hydrides at very high pressure will be covered elsewhere in this roadmap, and mentioned below. The studied pressures of 100–500 GPa are comparable to those in the Earth’s mantle, up to 140 GPa, and the Earth’s center (360–400 GPa). Jupiter, comprised of H and He and sometimes speculated to be superconducting, has an unclear pressure profile but temperatures up to 10^4 K. Such geologically high pressures and the tiny samples needed to study them in the lab unfortunately rule out applications of their fascinating superconducting properties. Nevertheless the progress has been stunning.

The formal theoretical attack on prospects for higher electron–phonon \(T_c\) was initiated in 1973 by Bergman and Rainer [1] building on the pioneering work of McMillan, when they calculated the change in \(T_c\) due to a positive incremental change in the Eliashberg spectral function \(\alpha^2 F(\omega)\), i.e. \(\Delta T_c/\Delta \alpha^2 F(\omega)\). A broad maximum around \(\omega_{\text{max}} \approx 2\pi k T_c\) (\(h = 1\) units) provided a preferred frequency range for adding coupling. Within rigorous Eliashberg theory, Allen and Dynes (1975) [2] established that in the large \(\lambda\) regime (\(\lambda > 10\), say), \(T_c \sim 0.15 \Omega \lambda^{1/2}\). Specifically: \(T_c\) is unbounded within Eliashberg theory. Here \(\Omega\) is a well-defined characteristic phonon frequency, viz the 2nd moment of \(\alpha^2 F(\omega)/\omega\). Unfortunately, for five decades ‘large \(\lambda\)’ in actual superconductors has hovered near \(\lambda \sim 2\)—typically referred to as strong coupling but not close to the large \(\lambda\) regime as mentioned above.

The interpretation of the \(T_c-\lambda-\Omega\) interconnection has long been considered within (1) the elemental coupling strength expression of McMillan, that \(\lambda = N(0) F/2 M \Omega^2\) together with (2) the Allen–Dynes (AD) expression \(T_c^{AD}(\lambda, \Omega)\) fit to much data and many models of \(\alpha^2 F(\omega)\). \(N(0)\) reflects the number of electrons involved in pairing, \(M\) is the nuclear mass, and the squared matrix element \(F^2\) is discussed below. Unfortunately, nature rarely provides an opportunity for a simple, safe, incremental, and optimal increase in \(\alpha^2 F(\omega)\) a la Bergmann-Rainer. Most often, attempts by analogy followed by design have resulted in unstable materials, viz the predictions: rocksalt NbN (16 K) \(\rightarrow\) MoN (30 K) (\textit{Nature} 1982); MgB\(_2\) (39 K) \(\rightarrow\)
Li,Bc (70 K) (Phys. Rev. Lett. 2002). Neither predicted compound, MoN nor Li,Bc, could be stabilized in the desired structure. Almost without fail, trying to increase \( \lambda \) of a good superconductor has resulted in adding coupling at, or driven to, low frequency \( \omega \ll \omega_{\text{max}} \) and modest increase of \( T_c \), but more prominently approach to lattice instability.

Some analysis has encouraged the design of RTS. In quasi-two dimensions (2D) the contribution to coupling from each cylindrical Fermi surface (FS) provides additional coupling independent of FS volume, due to phase space considerations (think of MgB\(_2\), \( T_c = 40 \) K with the right B isotope). Adding more FSs will lead to ever increasing coupling strength \( \lambda \), which may enhance coupling to difference branches and wavevectors of phonons, thereby avoiding unstable modes. A cursory survey (by the current author) indicated that it is not easy to find band structures that lead to additional bands crossing the Fermi level, while keeping strong coupling. This approach does however contribute to the roadmap to stronger coupling in 2D materials.

Jumping ahead to the current decade, design [5] and discovery [6] in 2014–2015 of hydrides that superconduct at 200–260 K at megabar pressures have begun to provide insight. The vast difference in mass of the metal atom and hydrogen allow their contributions to \( T_c \) (through \( \alpha^2 F \)) to be separated, enabling designers to ‘turn off’ computationally the metal atom contribution. The result was that the low frequency metal atom contribution to coupling should be neglected to obtain an understanding of \( T_c \) [7]. The metal atom’s coupling increases \( \lambda \) but, lying at low frequency it decreases the phonon moment \( \Omega \). The net effect on \( T_c \) is minor; it can even be negative, even though ‘coupling strength’ \( \lambda \) is increased by \( \sim 10\% \). The contribution from H atoms alone should be considered to understand \( T_c \), and thereby how to design higher \( T_c \). Already in 1974, Leavens and Carbotte [8] had shown that for the known superconductors of the time, a very good relationship is \( T_c = 0.15\Omega \); the right-hand side is proportional to the zeroth frequency moment of \( \alpha^2 F(\omega) \), i.e. the area under \( \alpha^2 F(\omega) \), whereas \( \lambda \) is the 1st inverse moment. Notably, Quan et al [7] found that this expression works equally well for the high pressure hydrides, if the metal atom contribution is neglected.

In the last decade design of (possible or now real) RTSs has focused on highly compressed metal hydrides, which provides atomic-like H in a lattice and thereby might approximate the metallic hydrogen acme of superconducting \( T_c \) [9]. Design of H-rich metal hydrides at 100–400 GPa pressure has provided a challenging palette to be painted by designers, but much has been accomplished. Cui’s group provided [5] the patently outrageous prediction of \( T_c = 200 \) K around 160–200 GPa for H\(_2\)S in one of the simplest possible structures (bcc, 1 f.u./cell). In less than a year Eremets’ group (proceeding independently) synthesized [6] their H–S sample showing \( T_c = 200 \) K at 160 GPa, subsequently identified as H\(_2\)S—remarkable agreement. This eminently successful prediction involved little in the way of informed design; nothing was known (and still is not) about how to design an RTS hydride, beyond the current mantra of ‘include a lot of hydrogen with high frequencies and hope for strong coupling’.

### 2.2. Current and future challenges: a revisionist approach to RTS

The first level challenge is to obtain an understanding in terms of current (or new) properties that will enable rational design: what should one pursue, and why? A guideline is given in the previous section: \( \lambda = N(0)F^2/\hbar^2 \Omega = \eta/\kappa \). Philip Allen gave important insight into this expression: the denominator is obviously the lattice stiffness \( \kappa \) (harmonic oscillator force constant, and independent of mass), thus the numerator represents an electronic stiffness \( \eta \) (the McMillan–Hopfield parameter). Obviously, large \( N(0) \) gives the electronic system a large response (and tendency toward instability). The role of \( F^2 \) in electronic stiffness against lattice motion is evident in principle but an enigma in practice. As for increasing the coupling: (1) increasing \( N(0) \) always helps, until it leads to lattice, magnetic, or thermodynamic instability. Electronic structure studies provide data and sometimes intuition on how a class of metals might be manipulated to increase \( N(0) \). (2) Much is understood about \( \Omega \)—which frequencies should be high or low, what bonds are likely to be stiff, etc.—although first principles calculations must always be carried through. (3) The FS averaged squared matrix element \( F^2 \) is the elephant in the room, or more realistically, the chimera in the closet. To say that nothing is understood about what makes \( I \) large or small is almost an understatement. In the Gaspari–Gyorffy model [10] of rigidly displaced atomic potentials, a simple expression was obtained but involved scattering phase shifts at the Fermi level, for which modest understanding is available (although it did provide a means for theoretical engineering of increases in \( T_c \)).

Although not mentioned yet, there is the crucial underlying necessity for materials designers: to determine if the designer materials can be synthesized, viz if they are thermodynamically and dynamically stable. In the words of a materials growth experimentalist to designers: ‘do not pollute the literature with stuff that cannot be made’. This is a tough challenge: (i) calculate whether your designed material is dynamically stable (all positive phonon frequencies), and (ii) the hard part: determine whether competing phase(s) will make the materials impossible to synthesize. Algorithms have been developed to help the designer to chase and test the most likely competing phases and several groups are applying them.

### 2.3. Advances to meet challenges: recognize the tyranny of \( \lambda \)

In retrospect, too much emphasis has been placed on \( \lambda \), and its deceptively simple decomposition into \( \eta \) and \( \kappa \). However, from 1970 to 2020, ‘strong coupling’ \( \lambda \) has been not far from 2, while \( T_c \) has increased from 23 K to 260 K. The following are a sampling of the largest \( \lambda \) superconductors over time (hydride numbers have some uncertainty):

1975: Pb–Bialloys: \( \lambda \sim 2.1–2.6 \quad \Omega \sim 4 \) meV \( T_c \sim 7–8 \) K [2]
2014: H\(_2\)S: \( \lambda \sim 2 \quad \Omega \sim 150 \) meV \( T_c = 200 \) K
2019: LaH\(_6\): \( \lambda \sim 2 \quad \Omega \sim 175 \) meV \( T_c = 260 \) K [7, 11].

A factor of 35–40 increase in \( \Omega \) has produced a factor of 30 increase of \( T_c \), in spite of impotence displayed by \( \lambda \). It is
Figure 1. Surface plot and projected heat map of AD' expression $T_c^{AD}(\lambda, \Omega)$ (origin is at far left) emphasizing the very large range of the arguments. The plot is roughly symmetric, with the maximum lying along ‘diagonal’ with a decrease toward either axis. The implication is that both $\lambda$ and $\Omega$ must be large for high $T_c$, which is challenging because $\lambda$ is proportional to $\Omega^{-2}$. The scale of $T_c$ is normalized to the value of H$_3$S at the calculated values of $\lambda$ and $\Omega$ for $T_c = 200$ K.

$\eta = \lambda \Omega^2$ that has ballooned, by an order of magnitude, mirroring the increase in $M\Omega^2$.

As noted above, designing to increase $\lambda$ has led to unstable lattices. This observation suggests that the focus should shift to a more direct functional dependence such as $T_c^{P}(\eta, \kappa)$ rather than

$$T_c^{AD}(\lambda = \eta/\kappa, \Omega = [\kappa/M]^1/2) \sim \Omega f(\lambda = \eta/\kappa M^2) = (\eta/M\lambda)^{1/2} f(\lambda),$$

which is effectively a prefactor $\Omega$ modulated by a function $f(\lambda)$. There is, in $T_c^{P}(\eta, \kappa)$, still a dependence of $\kappa$ on $\eta$ but it is an independent functional relationship; most previous analysis has considered the functional dependence of $\kappa$ on $\lambda$, which itself depends on $\kappa$, leading to a circular functional dependence that, notwithstanding conceptual importance for lattice instability, misguides analysis of enhancing $T_c$. Figures 1 and 2 provide surface plots of these $T_c$ functions, see the captions for explanation.

One can observe: increasing $\Omega$ with other parameters fixed decreases $\lambda$—the adversarial connection in the effect on $T_c$. A very common effect is: increasing $\lambda$ enhances renormalization downward of $\Omega$, with feedback (further increased $\lambda$) that drives the lattice toward instability. This circular enigma has been studied for five decades, but most often reduces to details not evident in the broad materials properties that are being discussed. Rather, one specific branch in a small range of wavevector is driven soft while the silent majority (95%-99%), and $\Omega$, have not changed much. Hence, average properties—$\lambda, \Omega, \eta, \kappa$—miss the crucial physics of lattice (in)stability, which is highly material specific (FS specific, bonding specific, etc).

The AD strong coupling limit, $T_c \rightarrow 0.15 (\eta/M)^{1/2}$, removes $\kappa$ as a critical player in beyond-RTS considerations, hence eliminating $\lambda$ as well, aside from retaining lattice stability. The

Leavens–Carbotte form, parametrizing good superconductors of the time and for hydrides as well [7, 8], differs by a $\lambda^{1/2}$ factor so it does still implicate some importance for $\lambda$ for advances in 1970s, and 2020s, superconductors.

These guidelines return the focus to the (still enigmatic) FS averaged electron–ion matrix elements $\lambda^2$, which involve only the static lattice and its electronic linear response (no phonon information). The goal then is to keep the lattice stable and better yet stiff, but otherwise innocuous while increasing the electronic stiffness $\eta = N(0)/\lambda^2$. Beyond the Gaspari–Gyorffy model, there has been little progress on understanding $\lambda^2$. There are clear avenues for progress: since these are simply matrix elements of the change in potential due to an infinitesimal displacement, these are quantities already coded (in some form) into existing Eliashberg codes. Elements, and hydrides (essentially elemental hydrogen for these purposes [7]), will provide very clear information on how $\lambda^2$ depends on atom, environment, and FS character.

Materials design is heavily in silico technology. Whereas progress has been made in optimizing the computational ‘Eliashberg machine’ [12] and crystal structure discovery [13], computational expense of materials design remains a substantial challenge as the search proceeds from binaries to ternary phases (the essential element being H, but the possibilities being expanded enormously). Machine learning (ML) algorithms are beginning to be applied. At the current stage, these efforts ignore detailed quantum mechanics while relying on materials data and statistics in the expectation of thereby identifying unforeseen patterns. Extension to the yellow brick road toward RTSs provides an extra challenge, given the dearth of data on near-RTS materials.

2.4. Concluding remarks: the known unknown

A reassessment of the historical progression of high $T_c$ based on the conventional mechanism indicates that focus on the dimensionless measure $\lambda$ of coupling has been unfruitful and
misleading, leading to the roadblock of lattice instability. High $T_c$ instead is linked to larger $\eta = N(0) I^2$, and $I^2$ is available in codes but has not been isolated for study. That should be the objective, but it is not that easy. $I^2$ involves a screened atomic displacement, and screening is linked to $N(0)$; understanding thus requires that the product $N(0) I^2$ requires investigation in toto [12, 14], with attention to the character of Fermi level wavefunctions.

A last factor to mention is that of the (neglected above) effective electron–electron repulsion $\mu^*$, renormalized downward by the frequency mismatch between nuclear and electron velocities. An illustrative expression for the reduction compared to the instantaneous repulsion $\mu$ is $\mu^* = \mu/(1 + \mu \log[\omega_{pl}/\Omega])$, where $\omega_{pl}$ is the electronic plasma frequency. The point is that increasing $\Omega$, and thereby $T_c$ as discussed above, has the negative effect of increasing the effective Coulomb repulsion and thereby opposing higher $T_c$. This is likely a minor effect (due to the logarithmic dependence) but illustrates the need to address the issues collectively.

The formal and computational means for progress is in hand. What may be most lacking is recognition that understanding of electron–phonon coupling that is needed to guide the roadmap is not yet in hand. Note: this discussion has followed the McMillan–Hopfield decomposition of $\lambda$ that strictly applies only to elements; compounds may provide additional mechanisms for enhancing $T_c$.
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II. Hydrogen-rich solids

3. Fabrication and stabilization of superconducting superhydrides

Ranga Dias

University of Rochester, United States of America

3.1. Status

One of the grand challenges in condensed matter physics is the quest for room-temperature (RT) superconductivity. More than a century of rigorous research had led physicists to believe that the highest critical temperature ($T_c$) that could be achieved for conventional superconductors was 40 K [15]. However, the recent discovery of superconductivity in hydrogen sulfide at 203 K changed the notion of what might be possible for phonon-mediated superconductors [6]. This paradigm shift in our understanding of superconductivity has centered around the role of hydrogen (figure 3). Theorists have shown that metallic hydrogen should have the high Debye temperature and strong electron–phonon coupling necessary for high-$T_c$ phonon-mediated superconductivity. However, extreme pressure would be required. As an alternative, this elusive phase of hydrogen can be mimicked by using hydrogen-rich materials [16]. In such materials, hydrogen is already in a chemically pre-compressed phase and once impelled by further external pressure, can be metallized at much lower pressures than pure hydrogen, providing the necessary conditions for promoting high-$T_c$ superconductivity at more feasible pressures. Not surprisingly, this is a very active Frontier for research, which is evolving rapidly though advances in $ab$ initio simulations [17] and tremendous recent progress in experimental observations. The first of its kind was discovered on LaH$_{10}$ ($T_c \sim 250$ K to 260 K) and recently YH$_9$ ($T_c \sim 243$ K to 262 K) was discovered [10, 18, 19]. However, thus far, theoretical and experimental studies are mainly focused on binary superhydrides. Going forward, more compounds are possible by expanding to ternaries, although the predictions are harder because of the increased number of structural configurations to consider and the number of ways that a candidate structure can decompose is much greater. Therefore, relatively little is known about the phase stability and configurational energy landscape of ternaries. A recent experimental study has reported RT superconductivity in carbonaceous sulfur hydride system with the highest $T_c$ of 288 K at 267 GPa [20]. Searching for RT or above RT superconductors among the ternary or quaternary superhydrides is a natural and very timely extension to the rapidly
developing field of high-$T_c$ superconductivity to harness those properties at much lower pressures or ambient pressures for transformative technologies.

3.2. Current and future challenges

Pressure is a particularly important parameter for driving reactions toward higher metal oxidation states that cannot be accessed through other synthesis routes. Furthermore, a vital component of driving materials to higher densities is the ability to push insulating materials into a metallic state. This is critical when searching for superconducting states, as best demonstrated by H$_2$S\textsuperscript{[6]}. Often, the formation of compounds under pressure is hindered by a strong kinetic barrier, as encountered in the synthesis of highly refractory carbides\textsuperscript{[21]}. However, this often does not apply to hydrogen due to its extremely high reactivity and diffusivity, especially under high pressure–temperature conditions. Although this has been a major hindrance in the quest for metallic hydrogen at extreme conditions, due to detrimental reactivity with the sample environment, this could play a positive role in achieving novel reactivity with metals for new hydrogen-rich material syntheses. Therefore, the necessity for controlled tunability of pressure and temperature (i.e., the energy density) is critical in the search for new materials. This interplay between pressure and temperature provides a powerful tool—giving access to novel states, allowing control of reaction pathways, and directly examining kinetic factors.

Accurate structure determination in superhydrides, hindrance by significant challenges in determining the location of hydrogen by x-ray diffraction (XRD), which has been the common approach for structure determination to date. Difficulties in probing lighter elements arise in XRD because the scattering power of an atom scales as $Z^2$. This causes heavier nuclei to dominate the signal, especially in relevant examples such as the rare-earth metal (Y, La) superhydrides. Consequently, any reliable information is lacking regarding the location of the protons, with further complications in materials like C–S–H where the overall scattering power of the sample is weak and the sample single crystal-like. To overcome such limitations, it is vital to develop an alternative characterization suite of x-ray spectroscopy tools that inform on the local electronic structure and coordination environment of a targeted element. Techniques like x-ray absorption spectroscopy, that probe the scattering from nearby atoms of x-ray induced photoelectrons, and x-ray emission spectroscopy, that provides an element specific partial occupancy density of states, allow for a more complete structural picture of these hydrogen-rich materials than afforded by XRD alone. These types of measurements in the megabar regime are currently extremely challenging but will provide new light in directly probing elements like carbon and sulfur.

3.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

The high-pressure techniques are becoming indispensable to obtain new materials with unusual properties. These techniques can complement more conventional synthesis approaches to discover new materials. It is important to develop methods that can be used to quench the materials to low or ambient pressures. This can be achieved by increasing the kinetic barriers toward decomposition and/or inducing chemical pressure. The latter can be created when an atom or ion is located at a crystalline site that is smaller than the atomic or ionic radius. The chemical substitutions to enhance superconductivity suggest suitable substrates for the epitaxial growth of super-hydrides to reduce the applied external pressure. Developments in substrate could be used to reduce the required high pressure by growing the clathrate super-hydride on a suitable but an inert surface structure with lattice parameters slightly less than that of the clathrate itself to generate chemical pressure. In order to synthesize these superhydrides, we have used a diamond anvil cell (DAC), which includes two diamond anvils. It is quite natural to think of a way to use diamond as an inert substrate. It is possible to design MBE methods to grow superhydrides superconductors at ambient pressures and formulate strategies for quantum device design, including ambient and high-pressure environments.

Accurate structure determination of hydrogen-rich materials under very high pressure is extremely challenging and that the structural and stoichiometric determination of superhydride systems have been clouded by a reliance on XRD techniques. To overcome such limitations, it is vital to develop an alternative characterization suite of x-ray spectroscopy tools that inform on the local electronic structure and coordination environment of a targeted element. Techniques like x-ray absorption spectroscopy, that probe the scattering from nearby atoms of x-ray induced photoelectrons, and x-ray emission spectroscopy, that provides an element specific partial occupied density of states, allow for a more complete structural picture of these hydrogen-rich materials than afforded by XRD alone. These types of measurements in the megabar regime are currently extremely challenging but will provide new light in directly probing elements like carbon and sulfur.

3.4. Concluding remarks

The search, synthesis, and structural and physical characterization of superhydrides with high superconducting transition temperature, and an understanding of how to access metastable pathways to their recovery to ambient conditions is critical for the advancement of material science and energy transmission technology\textsuperscript{[22]}. Modern exploratory syntheses require extensive assistance from a wide range of computational tools at every step. CSP searches are ideally suited to identify which compounds are sufficiently stable that they might be synthesized. By comparing free energies across pressure ranges for competing phases computationally, we can target very specific experimental conditions where target compounds are likely to form. Many experimentally measurable properties can be simulated to high precision and made available during synthesis (figure 4). While traditional trial-and-error approaches to synthesis often require weeks or months to assemble enough experimental data to identify a new phase. As simulation and experiment improve our understanding of the kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of stability, a detailed understanding of adjusting structure and composition may be exploited to rationally design and stabilization of high $T_c$ superconducting superhydrides at ambient conditions.
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4. High temperature superconductivity in hydrides

Mikhail I Eremets
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4.1. Brief history and status

A dream of the RTSC always motivated the field of superconductivity. However, an empirical search revealed only very low-temperature superconductors with the highest transition temperature \( T_c = 28 \) K (figure 5). The great BCS theory explained the superconductivity, and this understanding led to an increase of \( T_c \) but only to the modest value of 39 K in MgB\(_2\). The prevailing opinion was formed that the conventional phonon-mediated pairing of electrons could not provide high \( T_c \). The real hope for RTSC gave a discovery of cuprates, unconventional superconductors that operate at a temperature above liquid nitrogen. However, after thirty-five years of tremendously intense efforts, a microscopic theory of the high-\( T_c \) superconductors still is not established that hampers further progress in the transition temperature.

Unexpectedly, conventional superconductivity opened a straightforward to RTSC. In 2015, ‘Earth temperature’ superconductivity at 203 K discovered in H\(_3\)S [23], later, in LaH\(_{10}\) at 250 K [18], (260 K was claimed in reference [24]). Recently superconductivity at 287 K in H\(_3\)S modified with carbon was announced [20] but more experiments are need to prove it.

This incredible progress resulted from the symbiosis of experiment with theory [16] and the greatly developed computations. The superhydrides are perspective for further increase of \( T_c \) and search for the ultimate limit of the transition temperature—agenda changes to ‘hot’ superconductivity. Already superconductivity with \( T_c = 200 \) °C was predicted for a ternary MgLiH [25].

Further advances will be likely connected with finding conventional superconductors at ambient pressures. The experience accumulated for the hydrides will be used for the search.

4.2. Big research issues and challenges

High-pressure hydrides remains to be an excellent platform for the search of the ultimate limit of the conventional superconductivity, \( T_c \sim 400–500 \) K would require for future applications of superconductivity at room temperature.
An obvious next big goal is conventional superconductors at ambient pressure above the temperature of liquid nitrogen needed for applications. Several authors discussed this possibility, particularly Cohen [26]. How the high-pressure studies of superhydrides relate to this goal? $H_3S$ gives a good example that covalent metals (such as MgB$_2$ at ambient pressure) can be HTSCs at right combination of parameters such as high Debye frequencies, electron–phonon coupling, and the density of states at the Fermi level. Instead of hydrides, carbon-materials or other with light elements can be perspective for ambient pressure [27]. Carbon atom is relatively light, and what is the most important, that many carbon materials have strong covalent bonding that leads to high phonon frequencies—very comparable with $H_3S$ which has $\Theta \sim 1500$ K [28]. Diamond, nanotubes, fullerenes etc intrinsically are insulators, semiconductors, or semimetals but they can be turned to metallic and superconducting state by doping or alloying [27] in comparison with hydrides which metalize with application of pressure. Another obvious lesson from the high-pressure studies is the importance of hydrogen in the system: calculations showed that an addition of hydrogen to carbon materials can significantly enhance $T_c$ [29]. Several calculations predicted different compound of light elements which are superconductors with $T_c > 100$ K. There is significant progress in the experiment too: superconductivity $T_c = 55$ K was announced in amorphous carbon heavily doped with boron. However, experimental finding superconductivity with $T_c > 100$ K seems to be a big challenge.

4.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Further progress toward ‘hot’ superconductivity most likely connected with ternary hydrides. Both experimental and theoretical search superconductivity in these compounds are difficult. The calculations should be developed to at the level of efficiency of prediction of superconductivity in binary compound and provide experiment with a guide of candidate structures, and the experiment will provide a feedback. Intuitive and empirical search will continue, but even being providing with good predictions, experimental high-pressure studies remain to be complicated and slow while gradually becoming more efficient. An apparent difficulty is the synthesis. The ratio of elements in the samples either in the stoichiometric or doped compound is difficult to control. An analysis of the synthesized samples should be developed. At present, it is limited with x-ray, Raman spectroscopy and the electrical measurements.

Search for ambient pressure superconductivity is difficult in a high pressure laboratory unless superconductors will be found which can be recovered to ambient pressure. The pressure of the synthesis should be low, few GPa, for workable applications.

Most likely the search will be done in carbon-, boron- or other light element based materials. This search requires different technology for synthesis, doping and analysis of the material that can be done in a well-equipped material science laboratory. Still, some projects are workable by using the accumulated experience with the high pressure hydrides.

For instance, hydrogenation of the samples can be done in the confined volume of DAC.

4.4. Concluding remarks

The discovery of near room temperature superconductivity with $T_c = 203$ K in hydrogen sulphide triggered amazingly quick and extensive development of the high-temperature conventional superconductivity both theoretically and experimentally. The superconductivity was confirmed and well established in different laboratories. The theory, the first principle calculations continue to fuel the field and bring many candidates for high-temperature superconductors realised in a new record in LaH$_{10}$: $T_c = 250$ K (260 K in reference [24]. A search resulted in nearly RTSC at 287 K in hydrogen sulfide changed by carbon: either by doping or forming an HSC ternary compound, however, this announced result still after three months, is not confirmed. Even higher, ‘hot’ superconductivity is probable in view of the predictions, in particular calculations of 200 °C superconductivity in MgLiH ternary.

The experience accumulated in the studies of the high-pressure hydrides already is using for calculations of at ambient pressure and hopefully will follow with experimental discoveries of new superconductors.

5. Bonding and electron–phonon coupling in high-pressure hydrides

Christoph Heil

Graz University of Technology, Austria

5.1. Status

The experimental realization of superconductivity (SC) at about 15 degrees Celsius in carbonaceous sulfur hydride by Snider et al [30] in 2020 represents the most recent milestone in a long list of achievements in the hunt for room-temperature SC that started a bit more than a century ago with the discovery of SC below 4 K in mercury [31, 32]. The latest progresses in computationally describing materials’ properties enable researchers to theoretically predict crystal structures completely in silico and to calculate their critical superconducting temperatures, abilities that have proven to be invaluable tools in the search and screening for highest-$T_c$ materials. Only 5 years after the first reports of near room-temperature SC in SH$_3$ [33], the scientific community has already determined the high-pressure phase diagrams of most binary hydrides [31, 32]. Within these, two classes of high-$T_c$ materials have been identified: (i) covalent hydrides and (ii) hydrogen-rich sodalite-like clathrate (SLC) structures. In the former case of covalent hydrides, such as SH$_3$, H and the other element create a network of strong covalent bonds that become metallic due to the extreme pressures. For these, the degree of covalency determines to a large part the value of $T_c$, and neither too weak nor too strong bonds are preferable [34]. In the latter case, SLC hydrides are highly symmetric, forming hydrogen cages around a guest atom. While the situation is not as clear here and further research efforts need to be invested,
it became apparent that their geometry plays an important factor with respect to bonding, electron–phonon (ep) coupling, and their superconducting properties [35]. Within this class, LaH10, YH6, and YH10 are found to have $T_c$'s around room temperature [35, 36].

Having mapped out the phase diagrams of almost all binary hydrides [32, 37], research focus is currently turning toward ternary systems that are, on the one hand, much more involved than the binary systems due to the sheer number of stoichiometric combinations, yet, on the other hand, offer even more possibilities to find more highest-$T_c$ superconductors.

5.2. Current and future challenges

In the following, we want to discuss the two previously mentioned, main classes of high-$T_c$ hydrides in more detail. Figure 6(a) shows the bcc crystal structure of the prototypical covalently-bonded XH3, with H (X) indicated by blue (green) spheres. The volume encapsulated by the red, H-centered ellipsoids indicates regions where the charge density of XH3 is higher than that of hypothetical X and H3 solids in the same crystal structure. In case the electronegativity of X is only slightly larger than that of H (2.1), which is the case for S (2.4) and Se (2.5), strong covalent bonds are formed along X–H–X (figure 6(b)). For X = O, the situation is very different, as due to the increased electronegativity of O (3.4), the charge accumulates around the O atoms (figure 6(b)) leading to more ionic bonds [34].

While the increased ionicity results in an increased ep coupling, it also pushes the crystal beyond its stability limit. This suggests that SC could be even further improved in SH3 by making the bonds slightly more ionic, yet not so much as to introduce lattice instabilities.

In contrast to the covalent hydrides, stability and SC in the SLC hydrides, such as YH6 and YH10, are, in large parts, governed by geometrical constraints, in particular the H–H and Y–H distances. Compounds with higher H content have shorter H–H distances, which is beneficial for SC, yet require higher stabilization pressures. Anharmonic effects also have a large impact on the stabilization pressure and, in particular, the H–H bond lengths (as demonstrated in LaH10 [36], for example). Furthermore, interorbital interactions and induced doping between X and H can be strong, meaning these materials cannot be viewed as simple realizations of atomic hydrogen. For example, in the left column of figure 7, the FSs of YH6 and YH10 are shown, with colors indicating the degree of H character, while the right column shows the superconducting gap function, with colors correlating to the gap value [35]. As can clearly be seen, the gap values do not follow the Y and H characters of the FS, demonstrating strong Y–H interactions. Combining host atoms with different sizes, masses, and electronegativities is therefore an appealing route to realize highest-$T_c$ materials at lower pressures [18, 35, 38].

5.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

One reason for the rapid progress of research on SC in the material class of hydrides has been the availability of theoretical ab initio methods that allow the determination of the most stable structures and the accurate and quantitative calculation of superconducting properties. The former will be discussed at length in section 3 of this roadmap article and the latter in section 4, which enables me to mention a few particular points here most relevant to bonding and ep coupling.

As suggested previously, building upon the currently known high-$T_c$ structures and trying to improve their properties by modifying them is a viable and promising path forward. For the covalent hydrides this means to search for materials with even stronger covalent bonds than those found in SH3 [34], and for the SLC hydrides to make use of the tight connection between the guest atoms and the possible geometries of...
the system to either increase $T_c$ or decrease the lower critical pressure of stability [35]. In both cases, this is tantamount to delicately balance the strength of the ep interaction, as a higher ep coupling, beneficial for SC, also brings the material closer to its lattice’s stability limits. Ternary (or even quaternary, . . .) systems offer a plethora of possibilities to optimize this balance, yet significantly more computational resources will need to be invested as compared to binary systems due to the sheer amount of combinatorial possibilities.

Another interesting aspect related to lattice instabilities in hydrides is the fact that van Hove singularities occur at (SH$_3$, LaH$_{10}$) or are close to (PdH, PH$_2$) the Fermi level [32, 39]. This means that there is a large electron density available to SC, yet also indicates the proximity to structural instabilities. Of particular significance with respect to near room-temperature superconductors is that around 300 K, temperature effects on the electronic properties are already sizable, affecting also the vibrational and ep properties [40]. Investigating and studying these implications and incorporating them in the current ab initio approaches to predict $T_c$ will be important steps in future research.

5.4. Concluding remarks

The past few years have seen a tremendous progress in the research on ep SC, culminating in the realization of room-temperature SC in 2020 [30]. Even though the first experimental realization of a high-$T_c$ hydride was reported recently in 2014, the scientific community has already gained a lot of knowledge about these materials. Two different main classes have been established so far, categorized based on their bonding properties and geometries, and the origins of their excitingly high $T_c$’s have been illuminated. One of the most important future milestones to reach is to bring the required pressures, currently in the megabar range, down to regimes that are easier to handle, by fine-tuning the ep interactions, and optimizing structures and compositions. Judging on past achievements and the current pace of research, I am confident that many interesting and new materials with exciting ep and superconducting properties will be discovered in the near future.
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6. Toward hot superconductivity
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6.1. Status

The possibility that superconductivity, among the most notable quantum properties in condensed matter, could exist at room temperatures has been of longstanding speculation since the discovery of superconductivity itself. That states of zero electrical resistance could persist well above room temperature in condensed matter was suggested by Ashcroft’s 1968 prediction [41] that high-pressure, atomic metallic phase hydrogen could exhibit ‘conventional’ superconductivity arising from strong electron–phonon coupling, a high density of states at the Fermi level, and high frequency phonons of light nuclei. This prediction was followed by more detailed calculations suggesting critical temperatures $T_c$ above 400 K as well as other exotic forms of this dense quantum metal to multi-megabar pressures [42].

Seeking routes to reduce the pressure of the transition to atomic metallic hydrogen, Carlsson and Ashcroft [43] suggested the use of dopants to stabilize the metallic and superconducting phase, whereby hydrogen-rich compounds and alloys containing atomic hydrogen might be stable at static pressures readily accessible in the laboratory (e.g., <300 GPa). These predictions motivated experimental studies of superconductivity in hydrogen-rich materials and molecular mixtures, work that was later inspired robust computational structure-search methods providing useful predictions for candidate structures and compositions with potential high $T_c$ superconductivity, again based on ‘conventional’ (BCS Eliashberg) electron–phonon coupling models.

This effort led to predictions and experimental discovery of high $T_c$ hydrides formed from p-block elements (e.g., H$_3$S), metals (e.g., LaH$_{10}$, YH$_6$, YH$_{10}$), and most recently in the C–S–H, now in the vicinity of room temperature [20, 44, 45] (figure 8). It is now recognized that one route to achieving potentially higher $T_c$ is by exploring the greater chemical landscape. Chemical doping includes substitutions leading to hole doping that can increase the density of states at the Fermi level and/or enhance electron–phonon coupling (e.g., carbon in hydrogen sulfide [46] and boron–nitrogen in lanthanum hydride [45]). The extent to which either occurs in the latter, as suggested by recent preliminary findings, will require additional experiments [45]. Alternatively, electron doping, hardening back to the suggestions of Carlsson and Ashcroft, can further enhance $T_c$ well into the ‘hot’ superconducting regime, as predicted for the Li–Mg–H system [25].

6.2. Current and future challenges

Current and future challenges are both fundamental and technological. Overarching questions that challenge the field from the standpoint of fundamental physics and chemistry include the following.

(1) What are the highest superconducting $T_c$’s possible in condensed matter? What are the fundamental limits, and how can this be realized in materials (as opposed to nuclear matter)? Recent advances have been made by appealing to greater chemical complexity; what are the prospects for more complex alloys, stoichiometries, and/or variable dimension- alities? (2) What is the superconducting mechanism of these low-$Z$ systems when their full quantum character is properly included? Characteristic features of the magnetoresistance properties reported to date do not fit the ‘conventional’
Figure 8. Maximum superconducting critical temperatures $T_c$ since the discovery of superconductivity in 1911.

Figure 9. (A) Quantum diffusion and sublattice melting of LaH$_{10}$ based on path integral molecular dynamics simulations (150 GPa and 800 K). The displacements of the La atoms (green spheres) and H atoms (pink spheres) are shown (reprinted (figure) with permission from [49], Copyright (2018) by the American Physical Society); (b) vortex structure of superconducting superfluid hydrogen (from Babaev et al 2004 Nature 431 666–668); (c) band structure of the 111 diamond surface of diamond covered with a hydrogen monolayer at 350 GPa and (d) molecular dynamics simulations of hydrogen in contact with a 100 diamond surface at 300 GPa (Lui et al, unpublished); (e) Raman spectra of the diamond-hydrogen interface near 200 GPa indicating anomalous electronic excitations associated with pressure-induced interfacial electronic transitions (reprinted from [50], Copyright (1992), with permission from Elsevier).

description. Yet to be explored in detail are non-adiabatic effects arising from the highly quantum character of the nuclei [47]. (3) How can experiments be improved to further characterize these materials and test proposed mechanisms? Syntheses can be strongly P–T path dependent, the phases may be metastable and have variable crystallinity and homogeneity, and hot hydrogen-rich samples are difficult to contain—all of which challenge characterization. (4) What additional new physics might be revealed in these low-Z systems? Predictions for pure hydrogen include a possible superconducting superfluid and other novel quantum fluid and solid properties [42]. Do similar phenomena occur in hydrides, and is there a relationship to other novel dense phases such as electrides and topological materials?
Technological questions include the following. (1) How can information gained lead to the creation of new useful materials, thereby extending ‘materials by design’ to enable the creation of novel superconductors? The creation of very high $T_c$ superconductors stable (or metastable) under ambient conditions may be possible with continued advances in synthetic methods and understanding of these materials. (2) What structures and compositions should be targeted for stabilization? Related carbon-bearing hydrides may persist as high $T_c$ materials at ambient pressure because of the rigidity of their sp$^3$ bonding. (3) Could materials be synthesized and stabilized using multiple extreme environments, including magnetic or electric fields? Recent calculations indicate that electrochemical loading could be used to synthesize the materials at modest pressures [48].

6.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Answers to these fundamental questions will be enabled by expanding the number, sensitivity, and resolution of in situ probes of materials properties under extreme conditions. These techniques include those that probe local bonding and structure, dynamics, crystal structure, electronic, magnetic and transport properties. The methods will rely on continued development of x-ray synchrotron radiation methods such as nuclear forward scattering for Meissner measurements, inelastic x-ray scattering (both RIXS and x-ray Raman) of absorption edges, and nano-diffraction methods at TPa pressures. Synchrotron infrared (IR) measurements down to the THz range can determine gaps, electron–phonon coupling, and the nature of the normal state to multimegabar pressures. High pressure neutron diffraction and scattering is needed to determine the low-Z (e.g., hydrogen) substructures and dynamics at multimegabar pressures, advances that may be possible with new spallation neutron scattering facilities.

Routine measurements in high magnetic fields ($10^5$ T) are needed to map out the field dependence of $T_c$ to establish type I or II character. All of these methods must be sensitive to not only bulk properties, but also interfaces where novel behavior may occur under extreme conditions, including that arising from possible topologically protected states and 2D superconductivity introduced by combining different materials (including diamond and hydrogen) at megabar pressures. In pure hydrogen, the extent to which pressure-induced interfacial metallization and possible superconductivity at the hydrogen-diamond interface could occur prior to the transition in the bulk is suggested by early work that showed reproducible electronic Raman features at the diamond-hydrogen interface (figure 9).

Nanofabrication capabilities will enable in situ high pressure measurements of back-gating for carefully tuned electron doping of materials to enhance $T_c$, analogous to methods already developed for fabrication of field-effect transistors inside DACs. Finally, there is the continued need to reach higher static pressures with sufficiently large volumes that will allow unambiguous determination and characterization of bulk versus interfacial properties. In addition, there is a need for combining different in situ probes of the same sample subjected to multiple extreme environments (e.g., $P$–$T$–$H$–$E$).

6.4. Concluding remarks

Recent discoveries in this rapidly evolving field represent remarkable advances on the century-old goal of realizing RTSC and the possibility of superconductivity in the ‘hot’ regime. Facilitating this effort is the increasing accuracy of theoretical and simulation methods. Systematic prediction, synthesis, and validation has been shown to be important not only in understanding the mechanisms underlying superconducting behavior, but also for recovering materials exhibiting these properties for practical applications. The overarching fundamental questions highlighted above are deeply tied to broader questions associated with understanding the nature of condensed matter at very high densities in unexplored $P$–$T$ regimes of ‘cold’ to ‘warm’ dense matter. Addressing these issues will likely advance our ability to harness this remarkable quantum behavior for practical applications in next-generation materials and devices.
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7. High pressure hydrogen: a theoretical challenge from the simplest element
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7.1. The phase diagram

Hydrogen is the simplest element in the periodic table and the paradigmatic system upon which our understanding of quantum mechanics of atoms, molecules and condensed phases is based. It is also the most abundant element in the Universe under widely different physical conditions [51]. It is relevant for energy applications both in the inertial confinement fusion program and as green-energy source. Yet its physical behavior under extreme conditions is partially unknown mainly because of experimental difficulties in producing and controlling the relevant physical conditions [52]. The most relevant and still unanswered question is about the mechanism through which hydrogen metallizes. As any other element, if compressed enough it must turn metallic. But is pressure-induced metallization in the crystalline phase accompanied by a structural phase transition, either with or without molecular dissociation, or is it caused by progressive closure of the electronic gap in the same structure? What is the scenario at higher temperature in the fluid phase? Obviously these questions are highly relevant for the still unobserved hydrogen superconductive state which is expected to have a very high critical temperature, probably higher than the melting temperature [52]. Important advances on metallization of solid hydrogen appeared in recent
Why does hydrogen represent a challenge for theoretical methods? The first fundamental reason in the solid is the missing experimental information about the crystalline structure of the various phases. The second reason is that nuclear quantum effects for hydrogen are large and very important. At lower pressure in phase I and II, quantum statistics of nuclei determine the orientational order [51]. At higher pressure molecular orientation is determined by correlation but the molecular vibration at \( \sim 6000 \) cm\(^{-1} \) corresponding to \( \sim 0.5 \) eV \( \sim 6000 \) K testifies the importance of zero-point energy (ZPE) and the requirement for a non-perturbative treatment of quantum nuclei. But overall the most fundamental problem is the lack of a predictive theory for the electronic problem. DFT is the workhorse for molecules and condensed phases and has been successfully used in a large variety of systems but, although in principle exact, in practice approximate exchange-correlation (XC) functionals reduce DFT to a mean-field theory with well know limitations [63]. More important, DFT misses an internal check of the different approximations and their accuracy needs to be established against more fundamental theories like quantum chemistry or quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods. In hydrogen this problem is particularly serious because of the simple electronic structure and the absence of other sources of uncertainties like pseudopotentials. Often the accuracy of DFT approximations is established by comparing predictions with experimental results. I argue here that in general this is not acceptable for a theory to be predictive: comparing with experiment is always indirect and can be misleading. In the case of
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**Figure 10.** Hydrogen phase diagram. Several non-metallic crystal phases have been detected experimentally. The melting line is reentrant and has been measured up to about 300 GPa. Two different lines are reported, one from theory (black continuous) [56] and one from experiment (purple) [57]. The low temperature phase III is where metallization has been measured. The semimetallic state is entered at 360 GPa [54] and indicated by a blue shaded area. It persists up to 425 GPa where a sudden collapse of the direct gap is detected [55]. This is represented by the red shaded area. At 495 GPa a reflective sample has been reported [53] (represented by a dark red vertical bar). Above melting the insulating molecular fluid has been predicted to transform suddenly in a monoatomic conducting fluid (light blue shaded area). Experimental observation of large reflectivity are from DAC (Zaghoo (H\(_2\)) [58], from shock wave at NIF (Celliers (D\(_2\))) [59] and from shock waves at Z-pinch (Knudson (D\(_2\))) [60]. Blue points are CEIMC predictions for the liquid–liquid phase transition [61], squares for H\(_2\), circles for D\(_2\).
high-pressure hydrogen moreover experimental data are scattered and the request for a fundamental predictive theory is even stronger.

Crystalline structures of the various phases have been predicted by ab-initio random structure search method (AIRSS) based on PBE approximation for phase III and IV [64, 65]. A plethora of structures has been proposed that differ in enthalpy by only few meV/atom which questions the validity of the various approximations in DFT. Some of the proposed structures for phase III have been later examined by QMC [66], finding the C2/c-24 structure up to ∼400 GPa, the Cmca-12 structure between ∼400 GPa and ∼700 GPa and the monoatomic Cs-IV structure at higher pressure. Inclusion of nuclear fluctuations in the harmonic approximation over the DFT-PBE ground state energy surface reduces considerably the stability range of Cmca-12 structure between ∼425 GPa and ∼450 GPa, where the Cs-IV structure becomes favored. The green triangle in figure 10 indicates this atomic transition. But can the inferred scenario, based on the harmonic approximation with PBE, be considered quantitative? We still do not have a definite answer to this question. To go beyond the harmonic approximation, path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) or Monte Carlo (PIMC) can be employed where electrons are still in their ground state (from DFT or QMC) while protons are represented by path integral at finite temperature. These methods allow to investigate temperature effects like structural transitions and melting. While first principle molecular dynamics with classical nuclei and DFT-PBE gives reasonable predictions, for instance for the melting line up to 200 GPa [56], inclusion of quantum nuclei with the same DFT-PBE calculations is still open. When the gap closes, the decay of the off-diagonal single-electron density matrix shows that the liquid enters a gapless, but still electronically localized phase: there is a molecular dissociation with pressure sets in while the gap is still open. The most commonly used one is based on size-corrected [73] grand-canonical twisted averaged boundary conditions QMC. In reference [71] we have demonstrated its use and performance in computing the fundamental gap of well-known semiconductors (carbon and silicon), while in references [74, 75] we have extended its use to thermal crystals and disordered systems (like liquids) and applied it to compute the band gap in crystalline [74] and fluid hydrogen [75]. The main results in the quantum-thermal crystals are: (1) the gap reduction by quantum nuclei is huge and amounts to ∼2 eV confirming the importance of considering NQE in a non-perturbative fashion; (2) thermal effects on the band gap below 200 K are marginal; (3) the fundamental indirect gap for the considered structures of phase III (C2/c-24 and Cmca-12) closes around 350 GPa (the precise value slightly depend on the structure and on temperature); (4) the density of states at the Fermi level is vanishing small at the gap closure and progressively grows with pressure pointing to the semi-metallic state experimentally observed [54]; (5) computed direct gap values for C2/c-24 structure fall on top of the data of the recent synchrotron radiation experiments [55] while prediction for Cmca-12 structure are larger by ∼0.5 eV; (6) we do not observe the direct gap collapse at 425 GPa experimentally reported [55] and probably caused by a structural transition but we can exclude Cmca-12 as new structure. We cannot exclude that the reported collapse is caused by a structural transition to an atomic phase; (7) we found the inadequacy of the Kubo–Greenwood theory within DFT (HSE) to reproduce the experimental optical spectra in high pressure hydrogen.

Interesting physics is also observed in the fluid phase. We computed the fundamental gap for hydrogen along isotherms below and above the critical temperature of the LLPT. Below Tc we find that gap closure is discontinuous with pressure and reflects the molecular dissociation behavior: the molecular-gapped fluid coexists with the atomic-gapless fluid. Above Tc, molecular dissociation with pressure sets in while the gap is still open. The decay of the off-diagonal single-electron density matrix shows that the liquid enters a gapless, but still electronically localized phase: there is a crossover between the insulating and the metallic liquids.

7.3. Conclusions and perspectives

We have briefly described the present knowledge of hydrogen metallization from experiments and theory both in the low temperature solid and in the fluid phase. We have emphasized the importance of having a predictive theory like QMC, variational in character hence improvable and not based on experimental inputs, and of a thoughtful comparison with experiments. Our theory is still affected by systematic effects like metastabilities in sampling the nuclear configurational space, nuclear finite size effects and finally the variational character of the electronic QMC solution (fermion sign problem). However all these effects can be systematically investigated and improved with enough computational resources in the future.

An important still missing methodology is about computing optical spectra. The most commonly used one is based on the Kubo–Greenwood formalism with Kohn–Sham orbitals (from some DFT approximation). However results are strongly affected by the choice of the XC functional and remain qualitative. We found that this procedure is not satisfactory in hydrogen, even after correcting for the band gap error. A more controlled and improvable procedure is highly desirable in view of the relevance of optical properties in connection with experiments.

Finally our present theoretical framework is entirely based on the adiabatic approximation of separating nuclear and
electronic problems. However when the electronic gap becomes comparable or smaller than the nuclear vibrational energy one may wonder whether this separation is still effective.
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III. Crystal structure prediction methods

8. Accelerating the prediction of superconducting complex hydrides
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8.1. Status

The properties of materials are closely linked to their underlying crystal structure, the arrangement of the constituent atoms in the crystal lattice. Experimentally, the crystal structure of materials can be determined using XRD based on the pioneering work of Bragg and Laue more than a century ago. However, theoretical CSP, the task of solving the crystal structure given solely the chemical composition, has only become possible within the last few decades with the development of advanced CSP algorithms [76] (see figure 11). Such CSP methods play a key role in computational design of room temperature superconductors, since the knowledge of the atomic structure is a prerequisite for any ab-initio property calculations. In particular for the current target materials class of high-temperature superconductivity, namely high-pressure hydrogen-rich materials, reliable CSP and property predictions prior to resource-intensive synthesis using DAC is invaluable (see figure 11). Further, light elements like hydrogen scatter x-rays only weakly, rendering solving the structure from XRD especially challenging, and CSP is at times the only possible way to identify the locations of the protons. In fact, the discovery of superconducting hydrides such as SH\textsubscript{1} (T\textsubscript{c} of 203 K [6]) and LaH\textsubscript{10} (T\textsubscript{c} of 250 K [77]) are based on the theoretical predictions using CSP [78, 79] that have been able to accurately guide the experimental efforts toward the target systems.

At its core, CSP algorithms aim at solving a global optimization problem, namely identifying the global minimum of a potential energy or enthalpy surface (PES) spanned by the coordinates of the atomic positions and the lattice vectors. The number of possible configurations on this high-dimensional PES is immense and grows exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom. Most CSP methods operate on a transformed PES, where every configuration is first relaxed to its nearest local minimum, thereby reducing the complexity of the PES. But even then, CSP remains an NP-hard problem that is difficult to solve. Most CSP methods aim at finding the ground state by either generating a thermodynamic distribution, e.g., like simulated annealing and basin hopping, or by sampling the low-lying part of the PES as quickly as possible, e.g., using genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, or the minima hopping method (MHM) [76].

8.2. Current and future challenges

Despite the triumphant successes and the central role of CSP methods in predicting high-temperature hydride superconductors, major challenges remain to be addressed. Currently, nearly all of the space of binary hydrides has been screened, and efforts have been shifting toward exploring more complex chemistries. Predictions and experimental synthesis of ternary and higher-order hydrides are emerging, as illustrated by the recent report on carbonaceous sulfur hydride and its RTSC [20]. The combinatorial explosion in complexity when tackling such extended chemistries significantly increases the computational cost. E.g., while s = 755 distinct stoichiometries are possible with a 50-atom cell in a binary system, s exceeds 20000 in a single ternary phase-space. Hence, a careful pre-selection of stoichiometric sub-spaces based on chemical intuition is called for to keep CSP tractable, or the development of advanced methods to accelerate PES evaluations.

Further, the predictions of a CSP method are only as good as the accuracy of the underlying model of the PES: reliable schemes to represent a PES are based on (approximate) solutions of the many-body Schrödinger-equation. The most popular approaches rely on DFT within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation at 0 K, in conjunction with a flavor of a generalized-gradient XC functional. Especially for hydrogen-rich materials, however, the local minima on such PES have been demonstratively shown to provide an inaccurate description of the system: the quantum-nuclear motion of the light elements become increasingly important to correctly rank the energies of the local minima on the PES, their respective transition pressures, and dynamical stability. Including the ZPE or entropic contributions to the free energy from harmonic lattice vibrations give a first-order correction for finite-temperature energetics, but strong anharmonic effects can further affect the phase stability of hydrides [80]. Unfortunately, including such energy contributions in CSP on-the-fly is computationally extremely challenging and beyond the currently available computational capabilities.

8.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

The emerging field of AI and ML show promise to alleviate some of the core challenges in CSP. We identify three distinct areas where ML can actively contribute to accelerate CSP efforts for predicting novel hydride superconductors:

(a) ML can significantly accelerate CSP with models to accurately reproduce the ab-initio PES of complex chemical
The histograms show the approximate number of publications on hydrides and CSP methods per decade (scale on the left y-axis). The rapid increase in the number of publications in these two fields was fueled by Ashcroft’s prediction of high-$T_c$ superconductors through chemical pre-compression of hydrogen in 2004, and the development of reliable CSP methods based on DFT. The blue and green points represent milestones in the discovery of conventional and cuprate superconductors, respectively (scale on the right y-axis with some key reference temperatures). The recent rush for hydrides started at the dawn of the 2000s and led to the prediction of various high-pressure hydride superconductors through CSP calculations, and their subsequent synthesis in DACs. In fact, all (super) hydrides (blue circles with center dot in the top right corner) with exception of C–H–S were first discovered through CSP methods.

A schematic illustration of a feed-forward artificial neural network (NN) potential. A common approach is to map the Cartesian coordinates of the $N$ atoms in a system to vectorial environment descriptors, such as the Behler-type symmetry functions, which are then fed into atomic NNs. The output of those NN, the atomic energies $E_i$, sum up to the total energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ of the given configuration. Such NN potentials can be trained on DFT reference data and reproduce the \textit{ab-initio} PES with high accuracy at reduced computational cost.

Such atomic ML-potentials, e.g., based on artificial neural networks (see figure 12) or Gaussian processes, have very flexible functional forms and can be trained on accurate, but expensive, DFT reference data to represent them at essentially arbitrary precision, providing total energies and their derivatives at the level of \textit{ab initio} methods at a fraction of their computational cost. The process of training ML-potentials, including the generation of reference data and model validation, have been recently integrated in frameworks to perform CSP simulations and show promise in improving their performance for complex materials prediction [81].

To further improve the accuracy of the PES representation beyond zero-temperature predictions, ML methods are also emerging to accelerate the expensive computation of dynamical properties. Compressive sensing lattice dynamics (CSLD) for example employs techniques originally developed in signal processing for recovering sparse solutions from incomplete data, and allows to extract (an)harmonic force constants with very few DFT total energy calculations [82]. With CSLD, the important contributions of ZPE, vibrational free energy, and anharmonic phonon renormalization in hydrides become accessible to allow a rapid and accurate assessment of hundreds of candidate phases [83].

Multi-objective optimization efforts are becoming increasingly effective to identify a set of optimal solution to several objective functions, i.e., Pareto fronts which consist of all non-dominated solutions. Obvious choices for the target objectives are the stability (e.g., enthalpies from DFT calculations) and the target property (e.g., the superconducting transition temperature). Unfortunately, the accurate assessment of $T_c$ from electron–phonon coupling is still computationally expensive, and most efforts so far have been limited to properties that can be computed rather quickly [84]. Efficient and accurate ML-based models to predict $T_c$ without the need for explicitly computing the electron–phonon coupling
together with crystal structure optimization will allow the screening for new superconductors with optimized chemistry/structure and high $T_c$ across a wide chemical and configurational range.

8.4. Concluding remarks

Even though reliable CSP has become feasible over the last two decades, it remains challenging for complex chemical systems with more than two distinct elements. The emerging field of ML and AI has the potential to assist CSP efforts by reducing the computational cost of accurate PES evaluation, and by guiding multi-objective optimizations. These tools will pave the road to predict complex superconducting hydrides in ternary or higher-order systems that will be potentially synthesizable at lower pressures and/or recoverable to ambient conditions.
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9. Ab-initio structure search orientated discovery of high temperature superconductivity in pressure-stabilized superhydrides

Hanyu Liu and Yanming Ma
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9.1. Status

A superconductor that works at room temperature has been a long-pursued dream of physicists since the observation of the first superconductivity (conduction of electricity without resistance) below 4 K in solid mercury in 1911 [85, 86]. Through the following more than one century intensive study, the dream is now becoming true in the superconductor system of pressure-stabilized superhydrides (e.g., LaH$_{10}$ [10, 18, 79, 87]). Research activity on superhydrides is inspired by the proposal of high superconductivity in a metallic form of element number one, hydrogen, which is able to create a good phonon-mediated superconductor that naturally accommodate high Debye temperature and strong electron–phonon coupling necessary for mediating electron pairing.

Research on unknown superhydrides is challenging since superhydrides are achievable only at megabar pressure conditions where little information is known on the compositions and crystal structures. The state-of-the-art CSP methods come to the center of the stage since they have trustworthy power on prediction of compositions and structures. As such, theory has orientated major findings of best-ever known superconductors in H$_2$S and a class of clathrate superhydrides (e.g., YH$_6$, YH$_9$, and LaH$_{10}$) with LaH$_{10}$ holding a record high $T_c$ value at 250–260 K [85]. The clathrate structure was proposed for the first time in CaH$_6$ [88] and can be viewed as metal-doped metallic hydrogen. This structure is an ideal superconducting hydride model in which hydrogen adopts an atomic form and contributes majorly to the electron density of state at Fermi level.

Binary hydrides have been exhaustively investigated by either simulations or experiments. LaH$_{10}$ remains as the bestsuperconducting example up to date. To search further for a room-temperature superconductor, ternary or quaternary superhydrides are promising candidates as we have already demonstrated by designing a ternary clathrate Li$_2$MgH$_{16}$ superconductor that can be regarded as a ‘hot’ superconductor with a theoretical $T_c$ value reaching 470 K at 250 GPa [25]. Recent experiment did measure a high $T_c$ value at 288 K in the C–S–H system [20] though composition and structure information are missing. As the number of elements increases the number of conceivable superconducting structures grows rapidly, bringing ternary or quaternary superhydrides to be better hunting ground for room-temperature superconductors.

9.2. Current and future challenges

A high $T_c$ superconductor found in superhydrides has to take advantage of the peculiar role of hydrogen played for promoting the superconductivity. A necessary condition for high superconductivity is to have a large hydrogen-derived density of state at Fermi level [86] but this is not easily achieved. Two hydrogen atoms are so happy to stay together for an H$_2$ molecule by formation of a sigma bond. Such a bonding will inevitably lower a major portion of hydrogen electrons in energy down far below Fermi energy, leading to a less hydrogen populated FS. This is true for most of superhydrides studied thus far that contain a rich amount of H$_2$ units (or other molecular units) in the lattice where the superconductivity is either not reported or reported in a low $T_c$ value [86]. ‘Hydrogen atomization’ is a useful strategy to bring hydrogen electrons back to the FS, where the hydrogen atoms share their electrons like a metal, rather than forming an H$_2$ molecule. To achieve this, the sigma bond of an H$_2$ molecule is broken via the acceptance of extra electrons in the antibonding state. Such ‘hydrogen atomization’ behaviors have been well demonstrated in the cases of clathrate CaH$_6$ and Li$_2$MgH$_{16}$ [25, 88]. On the way to a room temperature superconductor among multi-elements hydrides at strong compression, the big research issue here is on how to stabilize a superhydride that contains as much as possible hydrogen but without having any H$_2$ molecule in the lattice. Theory here must play a critical role for such an elaborate design that could shed light on future research direction for experimental exploration.

Comparing with the binary system, there is exponentially increased number of possible structures in ternary and quaternary systems. For a theoretical design of high $T_c$ superconductors in multi-elements superhydrides, one also has to deal with a challenging issue on computation of a vast number of structures during the structure searching simulations in order to locate the globally stable structure. Computational cost will be extremely high if geometric optimization and total energies of all the target structures are computed by using $ab$ initio methods. Apparently, there is a desire on the development of
highly efficient method on total energy calculations in an effort to accelerate the structure searches.

9.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

The era of theory-orientated hunt for high-temperature superconductors in superhydrides comes together with the development of the state-of-the-art structure prediction techniques [86]. Given the information of chemical compositions, structure-searching methods combined with \textit{ab initio} calculations, without having any prior information about the arrangement of atoms, can precisely identify the thermodynamically stable structures of materials [86]. Besides the above-mentioned theory-orientated findings of \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) and a class of clathrate superconductors (e.g., \( \text{LaH}_{10} \)), \textit{ab initio} structure search also directed the finding of anti-Wilson transition: a good metal of sodium becomes a transparent insulator at megabar pressures, violating the wisdom of traditional Wilson transition [89]. Thanks to the rapid development of these crystal-structure searching methods, design of room-temperature superconductor in multi-elements superhydrides having hydrogen atomization in the structure becomes feasible.

ML potential can be used to evaluate total energy of the structure at a rather low cost [90]. The combination of structure-searching method with ML potential in an on-the-fly manner could efficiently accelerate the structure prediction of ternary, quaternary, and even more complex systems, making the design of high-temperature superconductors in multi-elements systems possible.

9.4. Concluding remarks

In summary, multi-elements (e.g., ternary and quaternary, etc) superhydrides are promising candidates for hunting room-temperature superconductors, as inspired by the prediction of a ‘hot’ superconductor in a clathrate \( \text{Li}_3\text{MgH}_{16} \) [25] and observation of a near room-temperature \( \text{C}–\text{S}–\text{H} \) superconductor [20]. We argue that a deliberate stabilization of superhydride structure with a full hydrogen atomization at high pressure is a necessary condition for a room-temperature superconductor. We warn that \textit{ab initio} structure searching simulations in ternary or quaternary superhydrides are challenging due to the extremely high computational cost on the geometric optimization and the evaluation of total energies of the vast number of structures. The combination of structure-searching method with ML potential in an on-the-fly manner is a useful scheme to accelerate the structure searching simulations for fast screening the structures in order to locate the thermodynamically stable superconducting structure. One may anticipate that room-temperature superconductor will be captured soon in pressure-stabilized superhydrides.
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10. \textit{Ab initio} structure prediction accelerated with machine learning interatomic potentials
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10.1. Status

Structure prediction methods developed over the past two-three decades are reshaping the process of materials discovery. The methodology is now widely used to screen large spaces of atomic configurations and compositions for new synthesizable materials using little to no structural input [13]. Identification of thermodynamically stable phases with brand-new structure prototypes is particularly important in the search for materials with fundamentally different properties, as illustrated by recent discoveries of superconductors with record-breaking critical temperatures under high pressures.

Unconstrained optimization algorithms capable of constructing ground state configurations ‘from scratch’ rely on a variety of strategies: basin-hopping efficiently maps local minima, particle swarm optimization navigates the energy landscape with crowd intelligence, random searching samples the space in an unbiased fashion, evolutionary engine optimizes structure populations by propagating beneficial traits, etc. Nevertheless, \textit{ab initio} identification of crystalline ground states with 20–30 atoms per unit cell at a single composition may still take tens or hundreds of thousands CPU hours.

An increasingly popular approach to speeding up unconstrained optimization involves introduction of certain constraints and biases. The use of lattice vectors, symmetry, or seeds in the form of known structures has been shown to reduce the computational cost of locating complex global minima by orders of magnitude [91]. The effectiveness can also be improved by simultaneous optimization of structures across a range of compositions or sizes. However, the ‘no free lunch’ theorem necessitates finding a balance between preferentially steering the search toward symmetric or natural motifs and adequately sampling less promising configurations.

An independent route to accelerating structure prediction centers on the use of computationally inexpensive interatomic potentials to select viable candidate structures for further examination with more accurate methods. The strategy has been used since the early days of structure prediction but its success has been limited by the traditional models’ poor transferability. Efforts to improve the reliability of classical description include the development of ‘learn-on-the-fly’ protocols [92] to re-fit potentials during the exploration of the configurational space and the introduction of ML frameworks to describe wider ranges of configurations [93]. The following discussion focuses on the progress and prospect of using ML interatomic potentials (MLIPs) in CSP (figure 13).
10.2. Current and future challenges

Development of transferable MLIPs departs from the common practice of casting the physics of particular interactions into rigid functional forms. Instead, many-body effects are captured by leveraging the interpolation power of general-purpose flexible ML architectures. Extensive research has shown that accurate approximation of DFT PES is possible with diverse ML techniques, from linear regression and Gaussian processes to (deep) neural networks, provided that atomic structures are properly sampled and parsed [93–101].

Representation of atomic environments. Conversion of relevant structural information into ML-compatible input is the foundation of ML model design. Considering that standard ML frameworks expect a constant number of input variables, first models developed in the late 1990s and early 2000s were restricted to systems with either a fixed size or a certain morphology. In 2007, Behler and Parrinello [93] introduced the first successful descriptor that represented arbitrary atomic environments with tunable sets of symmetry functions invariant to translation, rotation, and identical atom swap. Alternative approaches developed in recent years, such as the smooth overlap of atomic positions, moment tensors, atomic cluster expansion, and many others, provide a number of options for finding a desired trade-off between accuracy and speed [94, 95]. The most recent analysis of representation completeness has revealed remaining deficiencies of many existing descriptors and the need for new practical solutions [95].

Generation of reference data. Given the ML frameworks’ notoriously poor function as extrapolators, careful mapping of relevant regions of the configuration space is another critical step in the development of MLIPs. Common data generation strategies include selection of snapshots along molecular dynamics trajectories, randomization of common (meta)stable structures, and inclusion of custom geometries. Sets of physically meaningful configurations produced with these approaches have been used to develop MLIPs for various simulation types. At the same time, it has been recognized that generation of unfamiliar diverse configurations appearing in global structure searches requires the introduction of unsupervised iterative schemes, e.g., the evolutionary sampling [96, 97], ab initio random structure searching [98], and others listed in reference [91]. Nevertheless, artificial stabilization of non-sampled unphysical motifs may occur even after several data generation and MLIP (re)parametrization cycles.

10.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

The abundance of recent successful ML designs and implementations has not yet translated into a large-scale use of MLIPs in CSP. In fact, only a handful of thermodynamically stable materials have been identified with the help of MLIPs so far [91, 100]. Further effort to tune and automate the MLIP construction is needed to make the methodology a vital part of the materials discovery process.

Optimization of MLIP-assisted prediction. Computational cost of generating DFT reference data and fitting the PES should be carefully balanced against the expense of exploring structure spaces with the MLIP and examining select candidates with DFT. For typical crystalline alloys, a one-time investment into building an accurate MLIP is comparable to the cost of running thorough DFT-based searches at a single composition [91]. For systems with complex PES, checking viable structures with DFT during the search [91] or refitting MLIPs on-the-fly can significantly reduce the cost of structure selection and local optimization [99]. Overall, the MLIP utilization in the exploration of multicomponent chemical systems is expected to accelerate ab initio structure prediction by at least an order of magnitude.

Automation of MLIP development. Construction of classical interatomic potentials has traditionally involved a
considerable manual effort and presented a high barrier to entry for new users. Recent introduction of the GAP-RSS framework [98], ML extension to USPEX [99], MAISE-NET wrapper [91], and other platforms has made it possible to streamline all stages of the MLIP generation, validation, and application. Comparison of the implemented algorithms across materials classes will help improve the ML performance and reduce user supervision.

Data and model sharing. Open access to the reference data and developed MLIPs will also help establish the best data generation protocols and MLIP architectures. LAMMPS (https://lammps.sandia.gov/) and OpenKIM (https://openkim.org/) are some of the popular platforms well-suited for sharing MLIPs with standardized formats. Since the scope of the MLIP applicability is determined by the underlying data set, addition of specific configurations can simplify the MLIP (re)parameterization for target applications. A systematic construction of MLIPs for compounds, for instance, can be performed from the bottom up using the stratified training approach [91, 97].

10.4. Concluding remarks

The practice of accelerating \textit{ab initio} structure prediction with inexpensive classical interatomic potentials is experiencing a renaissance due to the recent development of ML modeling methods. The growing number of benchmark studies and proof-of-principle predictions demonstrate that the use of MLIPs can speed up the identification of crystal structure ground states by order(s) of magnitude. With further community-wide effort to test, optimize, and automate computational frameworks for MLIP-assisted structure prediction, the methodology holds great promise to boost the rate of materials discovery.
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11. Searching for high-temperature superconductors at normal pressure
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11.1. Status

Search for novel superconductors, aiming at RTSC, is an endeavor with a century-long history. After the groundbreaking discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in complex oxides, cuprates [102], with the highest recorded $T_c$ of 135 K at ambient pressure and 166 K at high pressure, the next milestone was achieved in hydrides at megabar pressures [18], culminating in the discovery of RTSC in a C–S–H at pressures over 2.5 Mbar [20]. Recall that while superconductivity in high-$T_c$ hydrides is due to well-understood electron–phonon coupling, cuprates superconduct, probably, due to coupling of electrons with magnetic fluctuations. Note also that high-$T_c$ hydrides are unlikely to exist at normal pressure–temperature conditions. While the cuprate route is seemingly exhausted, new avenues may open up. What if, instead of oxides (cuprates), one looks at fluorides of $d$-elements?

11.2. Current and future challenges

In 2001, Grochala and Hoffman [103] highlighted potential high-$T_c$ superconductors in the Ag–F system, based purely on chemical intuition and simple calculations. In 2019 the silver route to superconductivity got a second boost, both theoretically and experimentally [104]. Similar proposals have been made for copper fluorides [105] and niobium fluorides [106]. If high-$T_c$ superconductivity will eventually be discovered in a new class of compounds, such as fluorides, this would be of an enormous interest to the community. Progress in this direction depends largely on CSP, and we want to highlight that particular care with such calculations must be exercised in order to make genuinely solid progress—here we illustrate this point.

For example, a monolayer of NbF$_4$ was found via data mining [107] and later predicted to have electronic properties similar to those of cuprates [106]. Tetravalent niobium, expected in the proposed 14/mmm structure, with corner-sharing NbF$_6$ octahedra, should be magnetic and, being a spin-$1/2$ system, should display magnetic fluctuations. However, 14/mmm-NbF$_4$ is metastable and should decompose into a mixture of NbF$_3$ and Nb$_2$F$_5$, as can be seen in calculations (figure 14) and was mentioned in the experimental paper [108]. Moreover, using USPEX package [109] we have found a lower-energy Fmm2-NbF$_4$ structure, which has energy lower than 14/mmm by 32 meV/atom. This structure is also layered, but has a
completely different topology and is not an analog of cuprates, decreasing hopes for superconductivity. Fmm$_2$-NbF$_4$ contains pairs of edge-sharing NbF$_6$ octahedra, indicating a Nb–Nb bond across the shared edge and pentavalent Nb atoms (four valences are used for bonding with fluorides, and one—with niobium), which have no local magnetic moment.

Density-functional calculations (using the PBE XC functional) show that Fmm$_2$-NbF$_4$ is an insulator with the band gap of $\sim$0.9 eV and non-magnetic ground state (figure 15(a)), which excludes cuprate-type superconductivity. Taking electronic correlations into account, using the DFT + U method [111] with the Coulomb interaction parameter $U = 2.7$ eV and the exchange interaction parameter $J = 0.45$ eV [112], faint hope for superconductivity reemerges: we could stabilize the antiferromagnetic state. Now, the band gap increases to $\sim$1.5 eV, but other aspects of the electronic structure are quite similar to the pure DFT result (figure 15(b)): the top of the valence band is formed by the doubly degenerate Nb-4d band predominantly of 3z$^2$-r$^2$ symmetry, well separated from the underlying states, which confirms the 5s$^0$4d$^1$ configuration of niobium. The bottom of the conduction band is also formed by the d-states of niobium.

11.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Data mining-based CSP can be dangerous, as shown above. We expect evolutionary algorithms to perform better at finding ground-state structures, but they also have pitfalls. All such algorithms struggle with very large structures (>100 atoms/cell is difficult, >200 atoms/cell usually impossible to handle with today’s algorithms), and all (except USPEX algorithm [109]) require stoichiometry to be input and will usually miss phases with unusual or unexpected stoichiometries. For example, recent predictions for the Cu–F system [113] and Ag–F system [114] are incomplete for this reason. For example, recently we have found one hitherto unknown phase C$_2$/m-Cu$_2$F$_5$ [105]. Moreover, our brief screening of Ag–F system using variable-composition search revealed some hitherto unknown stable phases in Ag–F system (these results would be published in a separate paper). Therefore, only variable-composition searches could shed light into the whole chemical space of a particular system, and assess the chances of finding new materials with high-$T_c$ superconductivity.

For example, recent predictions for the Cu–F system [113] and Ag–F system [114] are incomplete for this reason. In the Cu–F system, recently we have found one hitherto unknown phase C$_2$/m-Cu$_3$F$_5$ [105]. Moreover, our brief screening of the Ag–F system using variable-composition search revealed some hitherto unknown stable phases in Ag–F system (these results will be published in a separate paper). Therefore, only variable-composition searches could shed light into the whole chemical space of a particular system, and assess the chances of finding new materials with high-$T_c$ superconductivity.

![Figure 15](image_url)

Figure 15. Total and partial density of states and band structure of Fmm$_2$-NbF$_4$ calculated by (a) DFT and (b) DFT + $U$. 
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11.4. Concluding remarks

Now it is clear that RTSC is indeed possible [20], at least at megabar pressures. To bring it to normal pressure, we need to search for new classes of compounds—probably not cuprates (where progress has been exhausted) and not hydrides (high-$T_c$ superhydrides, such as H$_3$S and LaH$_{10}$, can only exist at high pressure). We believe that there exists a chance for further breakthroughs in high-$T_c$ superconductivity due to the sheer size of the chemical space. One is inspired to look at systems bearing similarity to superhydrides (perhaps, carbides or borides with strong electron–phonon coupling, or compounds of lithium or iodine—closest analogs of hydrogen) and cuprates (replacing oxygen with its closest analogs—sulfur or fluorine, and exploring analogs of copper, various d-elements with fluctuating spin-1/2 state). Among such systems are fluorides of Ag, Cu, Nb, all suggested by computational studies. Here we wanted to highlight that computational results involve many subtleties and require care and cross-checks. The role of computations is to indicate promising systems; the final word will belong, however, to experiments.
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12. Pushing the limits of structure prediction in the search for superconducting hydrides

Chris J Pickard
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

12.1. Status

Modern first principles CSP methods were born to the hunt for room temperature superconductivity in the dense hydrides. In 2006 Ashcroft and Hoffmann proposed [115] silane (SiH$_4$) as a candidate for the chemical precompression of hydrogen, focusing on crystal structures that were derived from chemical intuition, and the ‘rounding up of the usual suspects’. The first published application, and introduction, of AIRSS, uncovered more stable, but semiconducting, silane phases, pushing any expected superconductivity to higher pressures [116]. The experimental synthesis of predicted structures in silane [117], and later, alane (AlH$_3$), alerted the community to the predictive power of these emerging computational techniques. Combined with experimental advances, and computational tools for the reliable computation of conventional superconductivity, first principles CSP has played a central role in the discovery of novel superconducting hydride compounds [118].

In time, first principles structure prediction, either random search, evolutionary, or swarm based, has become the technique of choice for the computational discovery of candidate structures. Increasing computational resources, and robustness of the methods, have enabled the exploration of compositional space. The predicted decomposition of water, H$_2$O, at terapascal pressures [119] foreshadowed the decomposition of hydrogen sulphide, H$_2$S, to form the record-breaking superconductor H$_3$S. The effective parallelisation of the search over the many active research groups has led to a very large number of promising candidates (see figure 16). While relatively few of them have been experimentally realised, the computationally directed search has culminated in the prediction of high temperature superconductivity in the rare earth hydrides [87], which was subsequently confirmed experimentally, again breaking records.

The recent discovery of room temperature superconductivity in the C–S–H system at multi-megabar pressures [20] was not directly led by structure prediction, and indeed, at the time of writing, presents a challenge to our understanding. While computationally predicted high temperature superconductivity appears to be ubiquitous, experimentally this is not the case—another challenge. However, the opportunities are clear for further development, through the exploration of more complex, ternary compounds and beyond, dynamically stabilised phases, or through the abandonment of hydrogen entirely. The field has provided a most compelling case for computational materials discovery, and inspires many other areas of research.

12.2. Current and future challenges

The key scientific challenge is the design and synthesis of high temperature conventional superconductors at low,
ultimately ambient, pressures. Given the importance of pressure for the metallisation of hydrogen, it is far from clear that this will be achieved for the hydrides. Nevertheless, the progress made highlights a clear path forward. In the short term, a more thorough computational and experimental exploration of binary and ternary compositions will reveal the lower pressure limit to high temperature superconductivity. The lower this pressure is the better, as it will lead to the expansion of the experimental community, in turn permitting more detailed experimental measurements on the superconducting state. It is likely that ambient conditions room, or high, temperature conventional superconductivity will only be accessible if a wider range of light elements are considered. This means much larger compositional spaces must be managed.

The key technical challenge facing the field is the discrepancy between the number of predicted superconducting hydrides and the number that have been synthesised, and confirmed as high temperature superconductors. While in part this is due to the difficulty of performing the experiments as such high pressures, it is important to be able to theoretically suggest structures which have a high chance of being synthesised. In many cases metastable phases promise higher transition temperatures than the stable one, which will typically exhibit a lower density of states at the Fermi level. But which metastable phases should be presented as viable candidates for synthesis? There are vastly more unstable or metastable phases than stable ones, so choosing between them is important. A theoretical understanding of the kinetically available synthetic pathways is challenging, but central to reducing the overprediction of high temperature superconductors. Similarly, dynamical effects on the stability and synthesisability of phases are important.

As the field matures, a recognition of the importance of microstructure, such as grain-boundaries and interfaces, and disorder to the superconducting properties will increase. Experimentally synthesised phases will in many cases deviate from the ideal stoichiometry, or contain impurities. Doping will allow the tuning of the electronic structure, and might provide a route to the ultimate superconducting properties, along with the combination of conventional and unconventional pairing mechanisms.

12.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

The challenge of exploring a much larger space of chemical compositions, and metastable phases, can be met through technological advances in high throughout computation. Predicting the low enthalpy structures of a given composition can be performed independently of others. In particular, in the development of the sampling-based method of random structure searching [120] great attention has been focused on maintaining strict parallelism. AIRSS is routinely used on many compositions, and metastable phases, can be identified, and those that are sufficiently low in enthalpy assessed for dynamical stabilisation in a post processing step. Configurational entropy, which may stabilise sub-stoichiometric or doped systems, is very difficult to treat in general. ML based approaches to approximating the energy landscape, by developing ML potentials, are increasingly being integrated into random structure searches [122] and provide a route to tackling complex disordered supercells, microstructure and long timescale dynamics and kinetically driven transformations.
12.4. Concluding remarks

Ashcroft’s dream of high temperature superconductivity in the dense hydrides has been dramatically confirmed. A path, albeit uncertain, has been revealed to the long-held dream of creating materials that will superconduct at well above room temperature, and ambient pressures. This is the ‘high road’ (see figure 16). But the ‘low road’, a route to expanding our range of engineerable superconducting materials at liquid nitrogen temperatures, should not be neglected. There are many difficulties faced by the current range of ceramic high temperature superconductors, and providing alternatives will dramatically accelerate technological progress toward, for example, practical fusion power generation. Given sufficient resources, the computational scouring of composition space is achievable. But more efficient computational approaches to the treatment of kinetics, dynamics, and disorder, are desperately needed.
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13. Chemical principles to guide the discovery of evermore complex superconducting hydrides

Eva Zurek and Tiange Bi
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The search for high-temperature superconductivity in high-pressure hydrides is a remarkable success story born from synergy between experiment and theory. Ever since Ashcroft predicted that the addition of a second element to hydrogen can decrease its metallization pressure via ‘chemical pre-compression’ while retaining all of the good properties required for superconductivity [16], first-principles studies employing CSP methods to explore the potential energy landscape [123] have been used to search for the most promising candidates at pressures attainable in DACs. Within a decade, the preferred stoichiometries of most binary hydrides, their emergent structures, and propensity for superconductivity have been studied by theory [124].

Figure 18 illustrates the maximum superconducting critical temperatures, $T_c$, for the binary hydrides estimated under the assumption that they behave as conventional, or BCS, superconductors. Two regions of the periodic table stand out as being the most promising in terms of high $T_c$ values. The first consists of electropositive alkaline metals or rare earth metals, and the second a handful of p-block elements. Remarkably, members of both classes of superconducting hydrides have been synthesized at around the same time they were studied theoretically, with the first examples being H$_3$S ($T_c = 203$ K near 150 GPa) [6] and LaH$_{10}$ ($T_c = 250–260$ K near 200 GPa) [10, 18].

The chemical properties of these two classes of superconducting hydrides turn out to be unique. Electropositive elements do not form covalent bonds with hydrogen or with each other, but rather they donate their electrons to the
hydrogenic sublattice, which can assume a wide variety of structural motifs ranging from atomic, molecular, to periodic [17]. What’s more, the superconducting properties are determined by the nature of the hydrogenic motifs. The structures assumed by the p-block hydrides are very different, being dominated by the formation of both homonuclear and heteronuclear covalent bonds. Even though the zero-point motion and nuclear quantum fluctuations affect the stability of these phases, CSP searches within the static-lattice approximation have done a good job of pinpointing regions of chemical space to be further explored by more accurate calculations, and inspired targets for synthesis.

13.2. Current and future challenges

The next step is the exploration of the chemical landscape of evermore complex hydrides as a function of composition and pressure. The increased combinatorial possibilities tantalize at the prospect of achieving even higher $T_c$ values, and finding ways to kinetically trap promising phases to pressures where they may be useful in real-life applications. At the same time, the chemical space becomes dauntingly vast—the 83 elements that are heavier than hydrogen, but are not significantly radioactive, yield 6723 ternary and $5.5 \times 10^6$ quaternary hydride combinations. Moreover, the stoichiometry can be varied, and metastable species must be considered. With this in mind, chemical concepts need to be developed to guide the choice of elements and their relative proportions.

The results of first-principles based CSP searches are beginning to shape our chemical intuition on the types of structures that may prove to be stable under pressure, and their superconducting properties. Here, we summarize the results for four different classes of ternary hydrides. (i) When multiple electropositive elements are combined with an excess of hydrogen, they tend to form structural motifs similar to those found in the binary hydrides, but there is potential for greater structural variety. For example, the clathrate cage present in the predicted high $T_c$ Li$_2$MgH$_{16}$ phase differs from those present in any of the binary hydrides [25]. (ii) Combining hydrogen with two p-block elements leads to structural diversity that is composition dependent. Computations have predicted that C–S–H ternaries can exist as molecular crystals, as well as 1 or 2-dimensional p-block lattices whose dangling bonds are capped by hydrogen atoms. Many of these structures adopt classic bonding schemes, and they are unlikely to be good superconductors. Instead, the best superconducting candidates turn out to be derived from the parent binary: various high $T_c$ CSH$_2$ phases can be made by removing one set of interpenetrating lattices within H$_3$S and replacing it by CH$_4$ molecules (figures 19(a) and (b)) [125, 126]. (iii) Combining electropositive and p-block elements with hydrogen often yields a stable product where the first two of these elements undergo bond formation, and the resulting lattice is interspersed with H$_2$ molecules. Such compounds are not conducive toward superconductivity. However, metastable species related to the parent binaries may be: the superconducting CaSH$_3$ phase in figure 19(c) contains 2D sheets with the same type of bonding found in H$_3$S [127]. (iv) Doping a superconductor can shift the Fermi level so it lies on a maximum in the density of states, thereby increasing $T_c$ [128].

13.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Above we summarized some chemical principles discovered by analysing the results of theoretical studies on multi-component hydrides that could limit the search space when designing superconductors in silico. However, because computational studies on ternary and quaternary hydrides are in their infancy, many chemical trends are still unknown. Therefore, theoretical explorations into unchartered chemical territory are of utmost importance to further develop our chemical intuition under pressure. Developing a better understanding of the relationship between metastability and synthesizability, as well as the influence of quantum fluctuations on structural properties and stability will be instrumental in helping theoreticians decide which compounds should be chosen for further scrutiny. Moreover, the discovery of easy-to-compute descriptors for high $T_c$ will help to focus theoretical efforts. Recent advances in CSP methods have made it possible for researchers to predict the thermodynamically stable, and important metastable phases of multi-component hydrides containing up to $\sim 125$ atoms [123]. However, future algorithmic advances are required so these methods can be applied concurrently to a wide range of stoichiometries. For example, custom made machine-learned interatomic potentials, which speed up energy evaluations and geometry minimizations, could be used in conjunction with CSP algorithms to generate phase diagrams. Moreover, quickly attainable $T_c$ descriptors could be combined with thermodynamic quantities to determine fitness in multi-objective optimizations. Finally, automated workflows that can be used to analyze the large amount of data generated in CSP searches are also desired.

13.4. Concluding remarks

Less than 20 years after Ashcroft dared to dream about high temperature superconductivity in hydrides compressed to centre-of-the-earth pressures, a number of them have been synthesized and their properties have been measured. Ternaries and quaternaries tempt with the prospect of metastability at lower pressures, but their chemical space is so vast that principles guiding the combinations that should be explored are urgently needed. Though the results of existing theoretical studies provide some chemical intuition, future technological advances are required to fill gaps in our knowledge. Speeding up CSP searches by merging them with custom interatomic potentials would increase the range of stoichiometries that could be explored, and developing superconductivity descriptors would aid in deciding which structures to single out for further analysis. Moreover, the potential for the formation of metastable species, and the synthetic routes that may be used to access them, needs to be better understood.
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IV. Ab initio theory of superconductivity

14. Ab initio Eliashberg calculations
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14.1. Status

The Eliashberg theory is a many-body perturbation approach to superconductivity [129]. Based on the Green’s function formalism, we consider the attractive interaction originating from the electron–phonon coupling and the screened Coulomb repulsion. While the Eliashberg theory provides a fundamental scheme for first-principles calculation of superconductors, its numerical cost is quite expensive. Thus, one has introduced several approximations and simplifications. To evaluate the superconducting transition temperature ($T_c$), McMillan, Allen, and Dynes derived a useful formula with the following three parameters: the logarithmic averaged phonon frequency, the electron–phonon coupling constant, and the pseudo-Coulomb potential. We can evaluate the first two parameters from first principles accurately with a calculation based on density-functional perturbation theory. On the other hand, the pseudo-Coulomb potential is usually treated as an adjustable parameter for which a value of $\sim 0.1$ is used. This McMillan–Allen–Dynes formula has been used to search for phonon-mediated superconductors having high $T_c$'s. Indeed, various high-$T_c$ hydrogen compounds under extremely high pressures have been predicted and discovered. When a new superconductor (such as the iron-based superconductor) is discovered, this formula has been used to discuss whether it is a conventional or unconventional superconductor.

More recently, there have been many developments to solve the Eliashberg equation from first principles [129]. One can now consider the wavenumber-dependence of the electron–phonon interactions and the gap function without taking their averages on the FS [12]. Many methods to treat the retardation effect from first principles have also been developed, where we no longer have to introduce the empirical pseudo Coulomb potential [130]. One can even consider the effects of anharmonic phonons and the zero-point motion of atoms, and successfully reproduce the pressure dependence of the experimental $T_c$ of $\text{H}_3\text{S}$ and $\text{LaH}_{10}$ (figure 20) [36].

While the Eliashberg theory was originally formulated for phonon-mediated superconductors, one can extend the scheme to study unconventional superconductors. To design and predict unconventional room-temperature superconductors, extension of the current ab initio Eliashberg approach is crucially important.

14.2. Current and future challenges

So far, non-empirical calculation of high-temperature superconductivity has been successfully performed for hydrogen compounds such as $\text{H}_3\text{S}$ and $\text{LaH}_{10}$ under high pressure. While most of the predictions have focused on two-element (binary) compounds, researchers are now moving into the uncharted territory of three-element (ternary) hydrides, for which predictions will become harder [129]. Very recently, Snider et al reported that a carbonaceous sulfur hydride exhibits room
temperature superconductivity ($T_c \sim 290$ K) [20]. While the crystal structure of this compound is yet to be clarified, *ab initio* Eliashberg calculation suggests that $T_c$ in carbon doped H$_3$S is not as high as 290 K [131].

Another significant research challenge is developing a new *ab initio* Eliashberg approach for unconventional superconductors mediated by a variety of bosons other than phonon. As for charge fluctuations, the plasmon mechanism has been studied extensively. By considering the frequency dependence of the screened Coulomb interaction, it has been shown that $T_c$ can be dramatically enhanced [132]. The role of low energy plasmon is of great interest since it gives strong electron–plasmon coupling. Higher plasmon energy, i.e., on the electronic energy scale (which is normally the case) leads to a breakdown of Migdal’s theorem, and the exploration of the next-order diagrams is of great fundamental importance in the context of the current state of the art Eliashberg theory of superconductivity. Another intriguing possibility is the exciton mechanism, for which the interplay with phonon is an issue of a long history.

First-principles calculation for spin-fluctuation-mediated superconductivity is also a big challenge. Recently, active efforts have been made to describe superconductivity in iron-based superconductors [133]. For iron-based superconductors, there has been a theoretical proposal that not only spin fluctuations but also orbital fluctuations play a crucial role [134]. Thus, another big research issue is to develop *ab initio* methods for orbital-fluctuation-mediated superconductivity (figure 21).

The problem becomes further challenging when the normal metallic phase associated with the superconducting transition is not a simple Fermi liquid. For example, an *ab initio* description of superconductivity near the Mott insulating phase is very difficult. In this case, the normal metallic phase cannot be described by the conventional approach, such as the local density approximation. One possible approach is to combine first-principles calculation with non-perturbative many-body methods. There, we often derive a low-energy effective model from first principles [135]. However, it is another highly non-trivial problem to derive such an effective model without ambiguity, especially when the low-energy bands are heavily entangled with high energy bands.

14.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Regarding *ab initio* prediction of RTSC in hydrogen compounds, theorists must figure out how to retain their high $T_c$'s at lower pressures or ambient pressure. To achieve this ultimate goal, it is critically important to investigate materials with more than three elements. For such materials, there will be a huge number of possible structures, and the number of ways that each material can decompose will be greater. Recent developments in the structure prediction methods will help to overcome this problem.

Another problem of *ab initio* calculation for hydrogen compounds is that its numerical cost is generally very expensive. Many hydrides having high $T_c$ have a zeolite-like cage structure, whose unit cell generally contains many atoms. Progress in the development of numerical techniques reducing the size of matrices in the Eliashberg equation will make the calculation more efficient. Recently, based on the Eliashberg calculation, a new exchange correlation functional for density functional theory for superconductors (SCDFT) has been constructed (see the section by Sanna and Gross). While the numerical cost of SCDFT is generally less expensive than that of *ab initio* Eliashberg approach, the progress in the *ab initio* Eliashberg method will certainly lead to further progress in SCDFT.

To investigate the possibility of unconventional RTSC, we need to go beyond the present *ab initio* Eliashberg approach and formulate a non-perturbative scheme. In this direction, the ultimate goal is to establish an unbiased method that does not depend on any *a priori* assumption on the pairing mechanism. Recently, various non-perturbative methods have been compared and examined in a systematic and exhaustive way for the single-orbital Hubbard model [136]. It is true that electronic structure of real materials is generally more complicated and the numerical cost will be formidable expensive than the Hubbard model. However, studies for simple models will provide a firm ground to develop non-perturbative methods for realistic models.

14.4. Concluding remarks

The *ab initio* Eliashberg studies have made a great success for conventional superconductors, especially for predicting high-$T_c$ superconductivity in hydrogen compounds under high pressure. Although there is still a problem of computational cost for systems with a large unit cell and compounds containing more than three elements, the recent development of numerical methods is expected to overcome this problem. The next significant challenge will be an *ab initio* prediction of RTSC mediated by unconventional mechanisms. To achieve this ultimate goal, developing non-perturbative and unbiased methods going beyond the standard Eliashberg approach is crucially important.
Figure 22. Crystal structure stabilized by quantum effects of the high-temperature superconductor LaH$_{10}$. In the bottom panel the phonon frequencies of this structure at 129 GPa calculated classically from the Hessian of the Born–Oppenheimer potential (harmonic approximation) and from the Hessian of the quantum energy, which includes anharmonic terms of the potential. Negative values represent imaginary phonon frequencies, meaning that the system is unstable for that mode. While the structure is unstable classically, quantum effects stabilize it. Data taken from reference [36].
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15. High-temperature hydrogen-based superconductors: a quantum energy landscape
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15.1. Status

Room temperature superconductivity is already a reality thanks to the recent discovery of a carbonaceous sulfur hydride with a critical temperature ($T_c$) as high as 288 K [20]. This possibility had been anticipated by the 2015 revolutionary discovery of a superconducting state at 203 K for H$_3$S [137], as well as the $T_c$ of around 250 K observed later in LaH$_{10}$ [10, 18]. It is an experimental fact now that hydrogen-based compounds can be high-temperature superconductors, a statement not generally accepted few years ago. All of these are compounds, however, that require pressures above 100 GPa to be synthesized and reach such outstanding superconducting properties. The challenge for the next decade is to reduce their synthesisization pressures. The roadmap thus is not really about designing room temperature superconductors, but about designing room temperature and ambient pressure superconductors.

Theoretical ab initio calculations will be crucial in this route. In fact, both H$_3$S and LaH$_{10}$ had been predicted to be good superconductors before their experimental discovery by making use of CSPs and calculations of the electron–phonon interaction [5, 79]. The combination of ab initio CSP methods with first principles $T_c$ calculations based on the electron–phonon interaction will continue guiding experimental work into fantastic discoveries in the future, also at lower pressures [118]. However, first principles techniques need to be further developed in the near future in order to boost discoveries.
as currently they have difficulties dealing with the quantum nature of the ions, which turns out to be crucial in the understanding of the structural and superconducting properties of both \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) and \( \text{LaH}_{10} \) \[36, 138\]. This is not surprising due to the lightness of hydrogen, but also, as it will be stressed below, due to the large electron–phonon interaction present in these compounds.

15.2. Current and future challenges

The crystal structure that yields the highest critical temperature for \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) and \( \text{LaH}_{10} \) is stabilized by the large quantum fluctuations of the hydrogen atoms \[36, 138\]. If atoms were classical particles, these structures would not be the ground state as shown in figure 22. The case of \( \text{LaH}_{10} \) is paradigmatic as quantum effects stabilize the high-\( T_c \) and high-symmetry \( \text{Fm\text{3}m} \) structure in a wide pressure range, decreasing the classical instability pressure by more than 100 GPa \[36\]. This means that the energy landscape in which these high-\( T_c \) superconductors lay is quantum, and very different from the classical Born–Oppenheimer energy surface (BOES). In other words, the minima of the quantum energy landscape are different from those of the BOES. Consequently, the structural, vibrational, and superconducting properties of these compounds are determined by the full anharmonic shape of the BOES, not by its lowest-order harmonic expansion around its minimum.

This poses big challenges to the first-principles calculations of \( T_c \) in these superconductors. First, because the ground state structure needs to be determined by considering the full quantum energy landscape. Second, because, as a consequence, phonon energies are subject to huge anharmonic corrections. And third, because the large ionic fluctuations may also affect the electron–phonon interaction, for instance, questioning the standard linear approximation. The first two points can now be addressed rather efficiently, though at a high computational cost, with variational methods that can relax crystal structures in the quantum energy landscape and provide renormalized phonon frequencies \[36, 138\]. Whether non-linear effects in the electron–phonon coupling, i.e., renormalization of the electron–phonon interaction vertices due to non-linear ionic fluctuations, are important requires still further work, also from a methodological point of view.

Large ionic fluctuations can thus largely affect the calculation of \( T_c \). However, the calculation of \( T_c \) requires also a theory of superconductivity. Solving anisotropic Migdal–Eliashberg equations with explicit \( ab \text{ initio} \) calculations of the Coulomb matrix elements seems the most accurate approach at the moment \[36\]. This is true only once the above-mentioned fluctuation effects are incorporated, at least, to the crystal structure and the phonon frequencies. In fact, the most advanced superconducting theory applied to the BOES–minimum structure will inevitably fail if the true ground state is significantly different.

15.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

The main challenge to discover new high-\( T_c \) superconductors at low pressures is to perform crystal structure searches but not in the classical BOES as it has been done up to date, but in the quantum energy landscape. In principle, all the necessary techniques are there, as we have several crystal structure codes available to the community as well as variational methods, such as the stochastic self-consistent harmonic approximation, to calculate free energies fully including the quantum nature of the ions. However, a blind application of CSPs with quantum and anharmonic free energies is out of the question: the number of crystal structures to be relaxed in the quantum landscape would be simply too many for an \( ab \text{ initio} \) approach. A simple valid alternative would be to start quantum relaxations only for the most competitive structures found classically. This was the approach recently followed for \( \text{LaH}_{10} \) \[36\]. Another alternative, which might emerge in the next years, could be based on new machine-learning interatomic potentials. These potentials could be trained on the classical crystal structure calculations and used \textit{a posteriori} for the quantum structural relaxations. Obviously, these approaches will be successful if these potentials are transferable and accurate enough.

The understanding of the effects of ionic fluctuations on the electron–phonon matrix elements themselves, beyond the crystal structure and the phonon energies, is also a question to be answered in the next years. Although it does not need to be necessarily true, it seems reasonable to expect that a system largely affected by anharmonic effects on its phonon frequencies will also suffer from non-linear effects on the electron–phonon interactions: the simple linear expansion of the wave function around the reference position may not be sufficient. Thus far these effects have been neglected, as the electron–phonon interaction has been calculated including anharmonic corrections on the phonon frequencies and polarization vectors, but assuming a linear change of the potential with respect to ionic displacements. It is true, however, that linear calculations have been predictive in many of these hydrogen-based compounds. New techniques that will be developed in the next years will clarify the relevance of these non-linear effects on the calculations of \( T_c \).

15.4. Concluding remarks

It has been recently remarked \[36\] that the classical harmonic instabilities of hydrogen-based high-\( T_c \) compounds may be related to their huge electron–phonon interaction. In fact, it has been long argued that a large electron–phonon interaction can induce instabilities in the classical harmonic approximation \[139\]. These instabilities yield transitions to lower symmetry structures that reduce the density of states at the Fermi level, reducing consequently \( T_c \). Quantum fluctuations are able to overcome these instabilities and keep these
high-$T_c$ structures thermodynamically stable at much lower pressures. Therefore, if we were able to perform crystal structure searches in the quantum energy landscape, we would probably find new high-$T_c$ compounds at much lower pressures and put experimental colleagues on the right track for finally reaching high-temperature and ambient pressure superconductivity.
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16. Extending the predictive power of DFT for superconductors: toward nonadiabatic electron–phonon coupling
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16.1. Status

Over the past 30 years DFT has enjoyed enormous popularity as an accurate yet computationally feasible method for the *ab initio* calculation of normal-state electronic properties. The discovery of high-temperature superconductors motivated an extension of DFT to superconductivity in order to predict properties such as the superconducting critical temperature ($T_c$) and the gap at zero temperature [140]. Within SCDFT, a superconducting material is fully described in terms of two quantities: the ordinary electron density and the superconducting order parameter. This additional density is determined by solving a BCS-like gap equation, where the screened Coulomb repulsion and the phonon-mediated attraction between the electrons are incorporated via the xc potentials, which are universal functionals of the two densities. Compared to traditional many-body Eliashberg theory, SCDFT yields two major advantages: the numerical simplicity of the gap equation, and the absence of any empirical parameter like the Coulomb pseudopotential.

The basic Hohenberg–Kohn and Kohn–Sham theorems of SCDFT were proved by Oliveira, Gross and Kohn in the late 1980s. A first approximation to the xc functionals was derived on the basis of many-body perturbation theory by employing the optimized effective potential method in the exchange-only approximation [141]. However, in addition to neglecting vertex corrections, as justified by Migdal’s theorem, the phononic part of the functional also neglected the dressing of the electronic Green’s function, which made it of questionable accuracy for treating phonon-mediated superconductivity. Recently, a new functional that retains the accuracy of Migdal’s approximation has been derived from the parametrization of the Eliashberg self-energy for a simple Einstein phonon spectrum [142]. This functional has enabled accurate density functional calculations of experimental superconducting gaps without resorting to expensive GW calculations. For all the materials tested so far, the $T_c$’s and gaps predicted by the new functional turn out to be in excellent agreement with the experimental data, while the numerical effort is significantly lower than solving the full Eliashberg equations (figure 23).

16.2. Current and future challenges

SCDFT is presently a powerful tool, but its predictive power is limited to conventional phonon-driven superconductors. Although this proves sufficient to describe room temperature superconductivity in the high pressure regime, at atmospheric pressure pairing mechanisms of purely electronic origin are believed to be essential for achieving high $T_c$ ($\gg 100$ K).

One mechanism of utmost importance is the spin-fluctuation mechanism, which is commonly assumed to be responsible for high-$T_c$ superconductivity in Fe and Cu based superconductors [143, 144]. Electronic charge fluctuations, including plasmons [145] and orbital fluctuations [144], may also favor superconductivity by providing additional contributions to the attractive pairing. Along these lines there has already been some progress in the construction of a plasmonic xc kernel [145] and a preliminary functional approximation including spin-fluctuations [143].

Even though, despite many years of systematic theoretical search, no phononic superconductor with $T_c > 39$ K has been found, there might be situations in which the electron–phonon coupling leads to superconductivity beyond the predictive capability of conventional theory. One aspect that has been long overlooked, especially in SCDFT, is the role of nonadiabatic effects in the dynamics of electrons and phonons.
phonons. There is indeed experimental evidence that a number of phononic superconductors are not described by the conventional many-body theory of superconductivity based on Migdal’s theorem, which breaks down when the energies of electrons and phonons are comparable. In this regard, a generalization of the functional construction scheme [142] within SCDFT, by effectively including vertex corrections to the electron–phonon self-energy, seems to be particularly appealing. Evaluating these higher order contributions in a direct many-body approach is in fact extremely costly due to cumbersome Matsubara frequency summations. On the other hand, in SCDFT these sums can be integrated analytically by following a procedure similar to that used in reference [142].

However, this approach would only involve the electronic degrees of freedom and is expected to increase the superconducting $T_c$ for low Fermi velocity [146]. Nevertheless, nonadiabatic corrections could also significantly affect the electron phonon coupling strength and the lattice dynamics, either stabilizing or suppressing the superconducting phase, depending on the material properties. A way to systematically include nonadiabatic electron–phonon effects would be to use a DFT/many-body formalism which does not depend on the Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation.

16.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Standard DFT relies, by its very nature, on the BO approximation: the ground-state density is calculated from the electrostatic potential of clamped nuclei. Since first-principles calculations of electron–phonon coupling (used, e.g., in SCDFT and Eliashberg theory [147]) start from DFT calculations of the electronic structure, the BO approximation is implicitly assumed. Recently, a generalized DFT framework for the treatment of electrons and phonons has been developed [148] starting from the exact factorization of the electron–nuclear wave function into electronic and nuclear components [149]. The basic electronic variable is the exact (rather than BO) electronic density, which depends parametrically on the set of nuclear coordinates. The equations to be solved are generalized KS equations with a nonadiabatic Hartree xc potential and a nuclear Schrödinger equation with a beyond-BO PES. Exact phonons are defined by the harmonic expansion of the latter equation. Results for the Fröhlich model show that already the simplest approximation, in which nonadiabatic contributions to the PES are added to standard BO-DFT functionals like LDA or GGA, can reproduce the leading-order phonon-induced band structure renormalization, including the renormalization of the Fermi velocity (see figure 24).

Extending exact factorization-based DFT to superconductivity would establish a beyond-BO SCDFT which would allow for (i) a seamless description of electron–phonon effects in the normal state and (ii) the inclusion of nonadiabatic effects on the superconducting side. The latter effects might be relevant for systems like molecular superconductors or doped insulators such as Cs$_3$C$_6$O$_6$, BaK$_x$BiO$_3$ and BEDT-TTF.

An alternative way of capturing non-adiabaticity in the superconducting state would be to set up a connection to the recent many-body Green’s function theory beyond the BO approximation proposed in reference [150]. A first SCDFT nonadiabatic functional could be derived starting with the Eliashberg (GW) self-energy diagram, where standard Green’s functions are replaced by nonadiabatic propagators [150], and then following a similar procedure as in reference [142].

16.4. Concluding remarks

SCDFT has attained a level of maturity where it allows for accurate and computationally efficient calculations of $T_c$’s and gap functions of phononic superconductors. However, superconductors displaying strong nonadiabatic effects, as well as
unconventional pairing, are presently out of reach. In our opinion, these materials are the most promising candidates for achieving high-temperature superconductivity at ambient pressure as they belong to a largely unexplored basin of search. Future developments of SCDFT should thus aim at their description. With regard to nonadiabatic effects we propose that SCDFT, as well as the conventional theory of superconductivity, may benefit from a change in paradigm where the starting point is a unified treatment of electrons and nuclei based on the exact-factorization approach.
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17. Modeling superconducting properties with the Eliashberg formalism
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17.1. Status

Advances in electronic structure methods alongside developments in software packages and computing hardware have made it possible to model a host of complex materials properties from first principles. In particular, the research in conventional superconductivity has come a long way from making rough estimates of the critical temperature ($T_c$) to probing pairing mechanisms and resolving superconducting energy gaps. Nevertheless, fully ab initio prediction of superconducting properties remains challenging, and the vast majority of investigations rely on the semi-empirical McMillan or Allen–Dynes formulas for estimations of the critical temperature.

A major part of the success achieved in the characterization of the superconducting state in materials with conventional pairing can be attributed to the development of the many-body Eliashberg theory [151], a generalization of the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer microscopic theory of superconductivity. This state-of-the-art theoretical method rests on the Green’s function formalism and gives direct access to the frequency-dependent superconducting energy gap as a solution to a set of self-consistent coupled diagrammatic equations for the electronic and phononic propagators. The approach has been particularly useful for solving Eliashberg equations in the anisotropic, i.e. band and crystal momentum-dependent, form. With the capability of naturally resolving multiple gaps on the FS, it has been used to analyze the two-gap structure in MgB$_2$ [151] and other intriguing superconductors.

The accurate anisotropic description is achievable only with extremely dense electron and phonon meshes to properly sample the electron–phonon (e–ph) scattering processes in the vicinity of the FS. The development of a first-principles interpolation technique based on Wannier functions was instrumental for overcoming this computational challenge [152]. The approach takes advantage of the spatial localization of the e–ph matrix elements in the Wannier basis and enables their efficient interpolation from a given uniform coarse grid to a desired arbitrary dense Brillouin zone (BZ) grid at a significantly reduced computational cost. So far, the only open-source implementation of the anisotropic Eliashberg formalism with Wannier-based interpolation is available in the EPW code [153] (https://epw-code.org/) distributed as part of the Quantum ESPRESSO package (https://github.com/QEF/q-e/releases). A numerical procedure based on symmetric Helmholtz Fermi-surface harmonics (HFSH) has also been proposed as a robust approach to treat the anisotropy of the e–ph interaction in the Eliashberg equations [154]. The basic idea is to replace BZ integrals in the $k$ space with inexpensive sums over a few HFSH coefficients.

While these advances have enabled accurate modeling of the e–ph anisotropy from first principles, the Coulomb correlations effects in the Eliashberg equations are still treated predominantly with a single empirical parameter $\mu^*$ that acts only near the Fermi level. A description of the e–ph and electron–electron (e–e) interactions on an equal footing will
provide insight into the nature of the superconducting state in different classes of materials.

172. Current and future challenges

Achieving better quantitative agreement with experiments requires a number of theoretical and computational challenges to be addressed.

*Ab initio treatment of the Coulomb interaction.* The semi-empirical treatment of the e–e interaction, while adequate for elemental metals and systems with strong e–ph coupling, breaks down in doped semiconductors, oxides, semimetals, and low-dimensional systems. A more comprehensive evaluation of the Coulomb repulsion has been carried out in several recent studies but only in simplified versions of the Eliashberg formalism, which involves incorporating either double or single FS-averaged screened Coulomb interactions evaluated within the random-phase approximation [36, 155, 156]. However, a fully *ab initio* e–e treatment in the anisotropic framework is essential when investigating superconducting materials with reduced dimensionality and/or with multi-sheet FSs. As an illustration, figure 25(a) shows that in 2H–NbS₂ superconductor both the momentum-resolved e–e and e–ph interactions are highly anisotropic and exhibit hot spots on different FS sheets [155]. Accounting for the Coulomb effects in the anisotropic Eliashberg equations comes with a significant increase in the computational workload. For instance, considering the frequency dependence of the screened Coulomb interaction leads to a long-range behavior in real space that will require special care to converge with the Wannier based interpolation scheme. In addition, due to the high energy scale of the e–e interaction, a larger number of Wannier functions will be necessary to cover this energy range. Finally, the summation over the Matsubara frequencies now needs to extend to energies of tens to hundreds of eV.

*Inclusion of non-adiabatic and other effects.* The validity of the adiabatic approximation in the Eliashberg theory has been questioned for several systems with small Fermi energies, such as the recently discovered high-$T_c$ HfS₂ and magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene superconductors. To date, however, the importance of vertex corrections beyond the Migdal approximation has only been assessed in a few studies that have solved the non-adiabatic Eliashberg equations under certain approximations. Solving the anisotropic Eliashberg equations in the non-adiabatic regime adds a new level of computational complexity due to the presence of double summations over each set of electronic bands, crystal momenta, and Matsubara frequencies [157]. Anharmonic lattice instabilities, zero-point and phonon renormalization corrections, plasmonic and polaronic effects, and spin fluctuations are other key contributions that can be instrumental when investigating pairing mechanisms in many classes of superconductors and are generally not accounted for when solving the Eliashberg equations.

*Improvement of computational efficiency.* Superconductivity calculations today are typically limited to systems with no more than 10–20 atoms. The high computational cost prevents the study of superconducting properties in systems with chemical disorder, two-dimensional materials on substrates, and complex heterostructures, where the e–e and e–ph interactions can be strongly affected by defects, dopants, or interfaces.

173. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Going beyond the standard implementation of the Eliashberg formalism has the potential to dramatically expand the capability and efficiency of the existing methodology for modeling superconducting properties.

First steps have been taken to embed static and dynamic Coulomb effects, and non-adiabatic corrections in the Eliashberg framework [36, 132, 155–157]. Progress has been made to resolve the slow convergence in expensive summations over Matsubara frequencies by adopting sparse sampling algorithms. Implementation of these advanced methods in open-source packages will help understand the importance of the effects in emerging materials classes.

Another impactful research direction concerns addressing the shortcoming of the current DFT-based methods that cannot properly describe quasiparticle energies, vibrational frequencies, and e–ph interactions in strongly correlated systems. For instance, standard DFT approximations have been found to systematically underestimate the e–ph matrix elements in superconducting oxides, such as Ba$_{1-x}$K$_x$BiO$_3$ [158]. The recently developed GW perturbation theory (GWPT) implemented in the open-source BerkeleyGW code (https://berkeleygw.org/) improves the description of the e–ph interactions by incorporating the first-order change of the GW self-energy to a phonon perturbation. The GWPT method has successfully explained the doping dependence of the critical temperature observed experimentally in the case of Ba$_{1-x}$K$_x$BiO$_3$, as shown in figure 25(b) [158]. Combining the GWPT approach with the Eliashberg formalism could considerably improve the predictive power of *ab initio* calculations of conventional superconductivity.

174. Concluding remarks

Modeling superconducting properties has been long considered one of the most challenging problems in materials research. Recent advances in computational methodology based on the Eliashberg formalism represent an important milestone in moving to fully *ab initio* description of superconductors. Looking forward, the method development work should be complemented with a concerted effort to deploy efficient open-source software packages easily accessible to the scientific community. This will provide opportunities for a systematic exploration of new materials classes and pave the way for theory-guided experimental discoveries of new superconductors.
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V. Artificial intelligence applied to superconductor research
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18.1. Status

Even though superconductivity has been studied intensively for more than a century, the vast majority of superconductivity research today is carried out in nearly the same manner as decades ago. That is, each study tends to focus on only a single material or small subset of materials, and discoveries are made more or less serendipitously. Recent increases in computing power, novel ML algorithms, and improved experimental capabilities offer new opportunities to revolutionize superconductor discovery. These will enable the rapid prediction of structures and properties of novel materials in an automated, high-throughput fashion and the efficient experimental testing of these predictions.

High-throughput approaches to materials discovery have been successful in situations where a well-defined figure of merit depends directly on simple descriptors available in large databases, e.g., thermoelectric coefficients \cite{159}. Unlike such quantities, the critical temperature \( T_c \) of a superconductor depends sensitively on several derived quantities of the coupled electron and phonon systems that are not always well known. Even within the approximate Eliashberg theory of electron–phonon superconductivity, for example, the material-specific Eliashberg function \( \alpha^2 F(k, \omega) \) is in principle a function of energy and momentum. While \( \alpha^2 F \) can be calculated with increasingly high accuracy, the process is still computationally expensive and therefore unsuitable for high-throughput approaches. At the same time, ML techniques have improved dramatically, so that one can imagine learning \( T_c \) from a simpler discrete set of DFT based descriptors that parametrize the Eliashberg function and even learn corrections to the Eliashberg theory. At present, Eliashberg codes are quite sophisticated but do not, in general, include corrections due to spin fluctuations from d- and f-electrons, which can suppress conventional superconductivity or enhance unconventional superconductivity. The recent discovery of near-room temperature superconductivity in high-pressure phases of hydrides by following computational structure predictions illustrates the need for ML approaches to accelerate the exploration of the energy landscape of multinary materials. Combining these various concepts, ML methods have the potential to improve the prediction of new superconducting materials dramatically.

For decades, the AD formula, an expression for the \( T_c \) of an electron–phonon mediated superconductor, expressed in terms of the moments of the Eliashberg function \( \alpha^2 F \) that can be extracted from tunneling experiments, has played an essential role in guiding the search for new superconductors \cite{2}. The AD formula was based on solutions to the Eliashberg equations for a few simple models and materials and is known to deviate strongly from empirical \( T_c \)'s for high-temperature superconductors, e.g., hydrides. In a proof of principle approach, we used the SISSO analytical ML approach to improve on the AD formula, training on the tiny AD dataset of 29 superconducting materials and testing with newer superconducting materials \cite{160}. Clearly, a reliable approach requires a much larger database to learn on, as discussed below.

The search for phonon-mediated high-temperature superconductors rests on a simple principle, i.e., maximizing the electron–phonon coupling strength and the phonon frequencies. Ashcroft proposed \cite{41} dense metallic hydrogen as a candidate for high-temperature superconductivity by noting its high Debye temperature and moderate electron–phonon coupling strength. Nearly half a century after Ashcroft’s initial prediction, the hydrogen-rich \( H_3S \), rather than pure hydrogen, was found to superconduct at around 200 K under megabar pressures \cite{6}.

ML has the potential to accelerate the discovery of novel superconductors, like \( H_3S \), by reducing the computational cost of obtaining \( T_c \) from first-principles calculations and narrowing down the list of candidate materials. Using data from the SuperCon database \cite{161}, Stanev \textit{et al} carried out ML studies to establish connections between the superconducting transition temperatures and atomic properties \cite{162}. They discovered several properties that correlate with the superconducting transition temperatures and predicted a host of compounds as possible high-temperature superconductors. Hutcheon \textit{et al} constructed neural network models to predict superconductors with high \( T_c \) under lower pressure than required for superhydrides thus far \cite{163}. Discovering novel materials by ML methods, both with and without coupling to first-principles calculations, is progressing rapidly.

For a given material’s system, once thermodynamically stable and metastable crystal structures at various conditions are known, their physical properties, including superconductivity, can be estimated and used to guide the experimental investigations of these materials. Many techniques and codes are available for predicting potentially stable phases and structural transitions, such as the semi-local methods of minima hopping, basin hopping, and simulated annealing and the global methods of genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization. Chemical intuition, structure-chemistry correlations, and data mining of open-access materials databases can also be used to provide starting structures to these methods. In our work, we have utilized the genetic algorithm for structure and phase prediction (GASP) package \cite{164} for exploring possible structural transitions to clathrate-like structures at high pressures in materials containing light elements. While searching for
potential stable crystal structures at high pressures, it is essential to also consider the stability of the competing phases that might destabilize the stoichiometry of the material of interest. To this end, the GASP package can perform grand canonical searches, meaning it can search for stable crystal structures over the entire composition range of interest and generate a high-pressure convex hull diagram.

While the discovery of the high-pressure superconducting hydrides has revolutionized the field of electron–phonon superconductivity scientifically, it is of little practical utility unless methods can be found to engineer materials at high pressure that remain metastable under ambient conditions. One approach has been to search for hydrides that are superconductors at lower pressures [165]. However, the route to ambient pressure high-\(T_c\) materials along this path is far from clear. One promising approach to ambient pressure superconductors that may be used to make large scale films is non-equilibrium growth of metastable materials on solid substrates by methods such as molecular beam epitaxy or chemical vapor deposition, potentially assisted by laser heating. Employing high-energy pre-mixed amorphous starting materials to reach structures and compositions that are inaccessible by just compressing ambient-pressure crystal structures could provide synthesis routes to novel high-pressure phases that remain metastable at ambient conditions. Theory can assist by predicting and characterizing metastable crystal structures to guide the choice of atomic constituents and estimate barriers to the equilibrium phase.

### 18.2. Current and future challenges

ML and high-throughput methods work best when applied to large datasets. Given the improvement of first-principles based predictions of \(T_c\) for electron–phonon based superconductors in recent years, one could imagine constructing a database to enable ML of higher-\(T_c\) superconductors by calculating \(\alpha^2F\) and associated moments, e.g., for all 16,414 materials in the SuperCon database. However, such a program is prohibitively expensive since each \(\alpha^2F\) calculation typically requires \(O(100–1000)\) core-hours of computing time even for elemental superconductors with a modern package such as Quantum Espresso. Purely electronic descriptors like the Fermi level density of states, \(N(0)\), are much cheaper and can enable extensions of ML approaches such as that attempted by Stanev et al [162]. The challenge, in this case, is to identify which purely electronic descriptors are important for high-\(T_c\). We are constructing a high-throughput scheme along these lines.

Any high-throughput approach for novel superconductors requires robust structure predictions. Genetic algorithm searches and other methods coupled to first-principles relaxations are often limited in their prediction capabilities by the number of atoms in the supercell. As the number of atoms increases, the number of local minima in the energy landscape rises exponentially and the computational cost of relaxations grows polynomially. The room-temperature superconductors of tomorrow might potentially have large unit cells and may contain more than 3 elements. The CSP of such superconductors can be accelerated by utilizing machine-learned surrogate models of the energy landscape that are trained on small structures. These surrogate models can be built using a variety of choices of structure representation and model architectures, which each offer trade-offs in spatial resolution, computational cost, and fitting complexity. Ideally, surrogate models will be iteratively improved through active learning as additional data becomes available [165].

Many of the techniques used until now in search of high-temperature electron–phonon superconducting materials may be applied to the analysis of unconventional superconductors, where Cooper pairs form due to the exchange of electronic rather than phononic excitations. Examples of unconventional superconducting materials are cuprates, iron-based superconductors, and heavy fermions. Unlike electron–phonon systems, however, a unified theory of superconductivity that could explain the variety of phenomenology shown by the various families of unconventional superconductors is not yet available. Approximate, often successful but uncontrolled methods formulated based, for example, on spin fluctuation-mediated superconductivity [166] have not been convincingly coupled to first-principles electronic structure calculations, and therefore DFT-based descriptors important for unconventional superconductivity are less well understood.

#### 18.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

Recently, we extended a symbolic regression approach to study a large sample of \(\alpha^2F\)’s generated from EPW electron–phonon calculations for 50 real materials and 5000 artificial \(\alpha^2F\)’s of multimodal form. The solution of the isotropic Eliashberg equation, given \(\alpha^2F\), is relatively inexpensive. Using the resulting dataset, which is two orders of magnitude larger than that of the previous work [160], we obtained a new correction for the McMillan formula that supersedes the AD equation, especially for systems with higher \(T_c\) [167]. Figure 26(a) illustrates the performance of the AD formula on low-\(T_c\) materials such as elemental metals, hydrides such as LaH\(_{10}\) and H\(_3\)S, and the bimodal Einstein’s used to augment the training dataset. The systematic underprediction of \(T_c\) with the AD formula is absent from predictions made with a new machine-learned equation, shown in figure 26(b). Moreover, we were able to determine that deviations of AD from Eliashberg theory, for large \(\lambda\) systems, arose primarily from the inequivalence of the \(\alpha^2F\) moments \(\omega_2\) and \(\omega_{log}\). Based on the success of augmenting the data using model systems based on multimodal Einstein’s, it is clear that generative models are another promising avenue for improved machine-learning of \(T_c\). Figures 26(c) and 1(d) illustrate one method of generating \(\alpha^2F\) spectra using an autoencoder neural network. Training data, including known examples of \(\alpha^2F\), are first discretized through binning or basis set expansion. The autoencoder learns an efficient compression of the data into a lower-dimensional ‘latent’ space, shown here as dimensions \(x_1\) and \(x_2\), by iteratively minimizing the error between the input and the reconstructed output. The trained decoder, comprised of the layers after and including the autoencoder
Figure 26. Performance comparison between the AD equation [2] and a model fit with symbolic regression alongside a proposed workflow for data augmentation. (a) AD performance on low-$T_c$, hydrides, and bimodal Einstein data. Plots are shaded by the log-density of points. (b) Performance of symbolic regression ML model. (c) Workflow for training an autoencoder neural network to learn an efficient compression of $\alpha^2 F$. The mismatch between the original input and the reconstructed output, after compression and decompression, is minimized iteratively. (d) The latter half of the trained autoencoder, known as the decoder, generates new $\alpha^2 F(\omega)$ spectra by sampling the learned distribution.

bottleneck, can then transform any sampled point in the latent space into a $\alpha^2 F$. Coupled with the Eliashberg equations, this approach augments the dataset with arbitrarily-many training samples that are qualitatively realistic compared to model systems.

Combined with high-quality databases as well as generative models, deep learning approaches to learning superconductivity have become increasingly practical. The artificial neural network offers a high degree of model flexibility and, when combined with physical and chemical insight, can learn and predict across the periodic table [168]. Moreover, recent efforts to move away from black-box approaches have resulted in frameworks like SciNet, which can extract physics from the data by identifying and isolating relevant physical quantities [169]. Similarly, the discovery of empirical equations using symbolic regression [170] can be accelerated by using deep learning to discover hidden symmetries and separate harder problems into multiple, simpler ones [171].

For unconventional superconductors, a more promising approach is to use empirical knowledge about the normal state of systems that support unconventional superconductivity. For example, unconventional superconductivity is often found near phase transitions where magnetism disappears via doping or applied pressure. Such ‘soft’ magnetic states can be identified by high-throughput DFT calculations of magnetic candidate materials (mostly metallic compounds in materials database with transition metal ions), calculating how magnetism responds to applied pressure. Promising materials where magnetization decreases rapidly can then be synthesized and studied further by doping and/or pressure. A more theoretically guided approach is based on a weak-coupling scenario in which spin-excitations provide the effective attractive interactions between electrons. In this case, our strategy is to look for the optimal conditions to find a large spin susceptibility peaked at a particular momentum that could reflect in a strong pairing at this wave vector. Nesting wave vectors on FSs are often proxies for such peaks and can also be searched for in high-throughput schemes.

18.4. Concluding remarks

We have outlined an approach to superconductor discovery that seeks to identify the electronic properties of a material that are essential for high $T_c$ via ML techniques. One thrust is to develop improved equations for $T_c$ of the AD type capable of accounting for large-$\lambda$ materials like high-pressure superconducting hydrides. We discussed the challenges of creating sufficiently large databases of Eliashberg $\alpha^2 F$’s using expensive electron–phonon calculations for real materials and addressed them by the creation of artificial $\alpha^2 F$’s with modeling of simple physically motivated form, and the use of autoencoders, both equally good for learning Eliashberg theory. We also discussed future directions, including structure prediction utilizing surrogate ML models of energy landscapes to inform studies of metastable materials synthesized under high pressure, and extension of current methods to unconventional superconductors.
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19. Artificial intelligence in the search for new superconductors
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19.1. Status

Superconductors are both an arena of profound physical effects, and a class of solids with many important applications in a variety of technological areas. Ever since their discovery more than a 100 years ago, these materials have been the focus of an intense research effort. However, the search for new superconductors remains an immense scientific challenge. So far, scientists have relied almost exclusively on heuristics and individual researchers’ intuition for this task, and nearly all major discoveries in the field were serendipitous. While some empirical design rules do exist, these are mostly deduced from simple elemental or binary compounds, and are of very limited applicability. Despite the constant evolution of \textit{ab initio} methods and the exponential growth in computational power, calculating properties such as the critical temperature ($T_c$) for even well-understood conventional superconductors remains challenging and arduous task. In addition, entire families of superconductors (e.g. cuprate and iron-based materials) are not amenable to standard \textit{ab initio} tools, for example due to strong correlations and proximity to magnetism. Furthermore, higher $T_c$ is generally associated with more complex multicomponent materials (see figure 27). However, even with the help of advanced high-throughput experimental methods, it is impossible to exhaustively explore a synthesis space exponentially growing with each compositional and processing parameter. Thus, novel search strategies are needed in order to meet the growing demand for new superconductors.

19.2. Current and future challenges

AI methods can play a significant role in every stage of the search for new superconductors. Probably the most common application of these methods so far is to analyze experimental and/or computational datasets in order to discover strong predictors of superconducting behavior. These predictors can then be used to screen existing or potentially stable materials for candidate superconductors. Several works have already used this approach to create lists of potential superconductors. For recent examples of this approach, see references [162, 172, 173].

While easy to implement, the method of virtual screening of materials is fundamentally limited by the fact it requires a starting list of candidates with a complete set of predictors. An alternative, more sophisticated framework utilizes the so-called inverse design approach: engineering a material possessing some predefined set of properties. Although inverse design methods have a long history in materials physics (see, for example, reference [174]), their recent integration with generative models based on deep learning ideas makes them much more powerful and flexible [175]. While these methods have not been used so far in the search for new superconductors, this undoubtedly is only a matter of time.

Even if the theoretical search and design stage leads to a list of likely candidates, synthesizing materials with the correct composition and structure can be challenging. In addition, chemical substitution plays an important role in tuning the properties of many classes of superconductors. Thus, experimental research will remain a crucial stage and a potential bottleneck in the search for new superconductors. AI can help significantly accelerate and streamline this process. Condensed matter experimentalists can use AI algorithms to select the next best experiment to perform in order to find the shortest path toward a superconducting material that optimizes some desired properties. This idea was explored in reference [176], which presented a framework designed to discover the material with the highest $T_c$. The framework, evaluated on about 600 known superconductors, did significantly better than a method based on random guessing. The authors of this work emphasized the need to incorporate uncertainty estimates, especially when evaluating candidates in new regions of the design space.

19.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

One crucial issue that can hamper the use of AI methods is the availability of data. The study of superconductivity is a remarkably distributed field, and every experimental and
theoretical group has its own distinct toolbox of instruments and methods. Although sometimes even a single study can generate enough data to require the use of sophisticated ML methods (see, for example, reference [177]), typical AI studies in the field require combining many distinct datasets. This can lead to issues with data consistency and incomplete metadata. The community has not yet fully adopted the open data paradigm, and a significant fraction of the collected information—especially ‘negative’ results—are not shared. Although there is a database—SuperCon [https://supercon.nims.go.jp/en/], curated by the Japanese National Institute of Materials Science—containing a list of superconducting materials and their corresponding $T_c$ extracted from published literature, most of the accumulated knowledge is still dispersed between tens of thousands of articles. One possible solution is to use Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and other ML techniques to algorithmically extract information from unstructured scientific data (articles’ text, tables, figures, etc). In a very recent example, the authors of reference [178] used NLP methods to reconstruct the phase diagrams of well-known superconducting compounds using data from published articles. They also demonstrated that it is possible to predict the phase-transition temperatures of compounds not present in the database.

As AI becomes a common tool in physical research, a novel form of scientific AI is gradually emerging. It represents a framework for combining new computational and experimental data with a significant body of already existing knowledge in the form of physical laws, theoretical hypotheses, and empirical rules. In the first work of this kind in the field of superconductivity, researchers used ML to select low-dimensional descriptors and a simple analytical expression to improve the AD formula for predicting the $T_c$ of electron–phonon paired superconductors [160]. Further extending the scientific AI framework to help in the search for novel superconductors will require the concerted efforts of physicists and AI experts working together.

19.4. Concluding remarks

As physicists begin to explore more and more complex materials, their research methods have to evolve. The ongoing revolution in AI is a great opportunity for the condensed matter physics community, particularly in fields still dominated by serendipity and accidental discoveries such as the study of superconductors. The AI methods can play a significant role in every stage of the search for new superconductors, from discovering strong predictors of superconductivity which can be used to generate lists of candidate materials, to orchestrating efficient experimental campaigns to synthesize and characterize these candidates.
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VI. Other (non-hydride) superconductors
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20.1. Status

In the early Seventies, a few outstanding results appeared in the literature demonstrating the induction of superconductivity in Pd, with critical temperatures up to $T_c = 9.4$ and 11 K, via low-temperature hydrogen (H) and deuterium (D) implantation, respectively [179]. Two years before, the $T_c = 1.37$ K of elemental Th had been boosted to 8.2 K via high-temperature exposure to hydrogen gas, which resulted in the compound Th$_{51}$H$_{15}$ [180]. Even higher critical temperatures, $T_c = 16.6, 15.6, 13.6$ K, were obtained in Pd$_{1-x}$M$_x$ alloys (with $M = Cu, Ag, Au$, respectively) by low-temperature H implantation, as done in Pd [181]. Then, H was implanted in other alloys of Nb, Pd, Pd–Mo and Rh, often obtaining a remarkable increase in $T_c$. These interesting results (some of which are summarized in figure 28) fell into oblivion after 1986, when the interest of the superconductivity community became completely absorbed by high-$T_c$ cuprates. Few studies on the effect of H absorption in YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_7$ showed a modest (<2.6 K) increase of $T_c$. However, interest in the protonation of metals and alloys has been revived by the recent discovery of very high-$T_c$ superconductivity, between 204 K and 288 K, in H$_3$S, LaH$_{10}$ and in the carbonaceous sulfur hydride (CHS) system, at pressures of a few megabar (see references to section 1 and figure 28). Further details on hydrogen-modified superconductors can be found in a recent review [182]. In the last few years, a large increase of $T_c$ or the induction of a superconducting phase was demonstrated by using a novel protonation technique (described below) in iron-based superconductors of the 11 family ($T_c$ boost from 8.5 to 41 K in FeSe), in ZrNCl ($T_c = 15$ K) and in the transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) 1T-TaS$_2$ ($T_c = 7.2$ K) [183]. Also these new results are reported in figure 28. Clearly, there exists a huge number of materials that may potentially develop superconductivity once protonated, including simple metals and alloys, layered iron-based compounds, 2D TMDs, and graphite intercalated compounds (GICs). The field is poorly explored up to now, but could lead to the discovery of new materials and new potential applications.

20.2. Current and future challenges

A modern application of the protonation technique faces many challenges. The first and foremost issue concerns the methods of protonation. In the early experiments, and up to 2010, three approaches, or a combination thereof, were used: (i) absorption from H gas at high temperature and pressure;
Figure 28. Maximum superconducting transition temperatures achieved in different hydrogen-based or hydrogen-doped compounds. These include hydrogen- and deuterium-doped compounds stable at ambient pressure (filled red and blue circles, respectively), and hydrogen-rich compounds synthesized and stable at megabar pressures (filled orange circles). Hollow symbols represent the unconfirmed metastable phases of PdH$_x$ and PdD$_x$ stabilized by rapid quenching to low $T$.

(ii) electrochemical loading at room $T$ (or low $T$) by electrolysis of H$_2$SO$_4$ or HCl solutions; (iii) direct implantation of H$^+$ (protons) and D$^+$ ions at liquid-helium temperature [182]. All these methods are complex and suffer drawbacks mainly related to the in-situ vs ex-situ measurements of the H content and of the superconducting properties. To allow a high-throughput investigation of new materials, and to open potential routes to applications, it is thus necessary to reduce the complexity and the cost of the process, and to find less demanding physical conditions for protonation.

Another challenge is the stabilization of the protonated phase that may be unstable or metastable. For example, the tendency of Pd to lose the loaded H (even at room $T$) due to its diffusion in the structure is well known, and some papers claim a $T_c \sim 54$ K in PdH, obtained by using special techniques to stabilize the high-$T_c$ phase [184], i.e. rapidly quenching the protonated sample to low $T$. A third important issue concerns the selection of the classes of starting materials. Different criteria can be envisaged and based on: (i) serendipity; (ii) existence of superconducting phases obtained by other methods in the same or similar materials; (iii) ab-initio theory-driven selection. However, the analogy does not necessarily work (e.g., in MoS$_2$ ionic gating induces superconductivity, but our preliminary investigations suggest that protonation does not); on the other hand, the ‘a priori’ theoretical approach is often so complex and time-consuming to be virtually impossible.

Finally, a great challenge is given by the theoretical explanation of the experimental results. In principle, protonation may affect different properties of the starting material: crystal structure, electronic bands, phonon spectrum and electron–phonon coupling. Disentangling the most important effect (or combination of effects) toward the appearance of superconductivity is usually a complex theoretical and experimental task.

Figure 29. (a) Sketch of the experimental setup for ionic-gating-induced protonation, including Pt electrical wires for the application of the gate voltage $V_G$ and the measurement of both the reference voltage $V_{ref}$ and the four-wire resistivity of the sample. (b) Sketch of the EDL generated by a positive $V_G$, made up of the Helmholtz layer of cations and the counter-charge in the gated sample. The absorbed water molecules are split by the intense electric field and the H$^+$ ions are then driven into the material.

20.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

The first two challenges can be addressed by a new protonation technique [185, 186], already successfully used in some layered materials [183], based on an ionic-gating-like setup. It exploits the strong electric field in the electric double layer (EDL) at a polarized solid-electrolyte interface to dissociate the water molecules in the electrolyte and drive the H$^+$ ions into the material (figure 29(b)).

In its basic version, this simple technique only requires a low dc gate potential ($V_G \sim 3$ V), the water naturally absorbed by hygroscopic ionic liquids, and a temperature close to 300 K or slightly higher [183]. Simple improvements can be envisaged to monitor the time evolution of the process and the real-time change in transport properties, as well as to estimate the amount of H$^+$ ions loaded in the sample. For example (figure 29(a)) if a reference electrode is immersed in the electrolyte, $V_G$, $V_{ref}$, the gate current $I_G$ and temperature can be measured during the gating process. Placing proper contacts on the sample surface will also allow in-situ measurement of its four-wire resistivity. A similar setup can even be mounted in a cryostat, thus permitting a rapid quenching of the loaded H ions and the subsequent low-$T$ measurements.
The theoretical modeling of protonated materials is a delicate task. The most energetically favourable position of protons in the crystal must first be determined. Since their presence may modify both the lattice parameters and the atomic positions of the pristine sample—thus affecting its vibrational properties—one has to understand: (i) whether they simply induce a shift of the chemical potential or modify the electronic bandstructure through hybridization of H atomic orbitals; (ii) if and how the vibrational modes of the protons couple to those of the pristine system (i.e., if they just add Einstein modes or affect the phonon spectrum in a non-trivial way). Due to the hydrogen light mass, the correct phonon dispersions may also require anharmonic corrections [187, 188]. Therefore, it is crucial to correctly model all these aspects as they have a direct impact on the electron–phonon interactions and their related effects, in particular the superconducting coupling.

20.4. Concluding remarks

In the present short contribution, we have shown that the time is ripe for an intense and systematic resumption of protonation (and hydrogenation) experiments to search for new H-based superconducting materials. The recent introduction of the simple and effective ionic-gating-induced protonation technique and its improvements outlined in the previous paragraph will allow high-throughput experiments able to rapidly span over the different families of potential candidates mentioned above. At the same time, recent advances in ab-initio computational methods for solid state physics (including high-throughput and genetic algorithms) will make it possible to guide the selection of materials to be protonated and to interpret the results of the experimental activity. The new superconductors that will be discovered by this approach will probably feature a \( T_c \) lower than room temperature, but will be simple, possibly BCS-like, and most importantly stable at ambient pressure, thus opening the way for potential future applications.
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21. Predicting unconventional superconductors from first principles
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21.1. Status

Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in copper-oxide materials in 1986 [189] there has been an intensive search for unconventional superconductors with exotic superconducting pairing mechanisms beyond phonon-mediated BCS (Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer) [190] and, with desirable high transition temperatures. A common feature of many of these unconventional superconductors is that they are strongly correlated electron systems and, magnetism and superconductivity either coexist or are nearby in their phase diagram (see figure 30). This observation heavily suggests that spin fluctuations are a key ingredient for superconductivity.

Notorious families of existing unconventional superconductors are—apart from high-\( T_c \) cuprates [189]—heavy fermions [191], organic conductors [192, 193], Sr\(_2\)RuO\(_4\) [194] and Fe-based superconductors [195]. Most recently, magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene [196] has been added to this fascinating ensemble of systems. Predicting materials with similar properties is however a difficult task since the origin of unconventional superconductivity remains a puzzling open question. In most of these systems superconductivity emerges from magnetism either upon doping them or/and by application of pressure. This feature sets a possible procedure to try to design materials with similar behavior from first principles [197]. In the following we describe the challenges and opportunities of such an undertaking.

21.2. Current and future challenges

In the prediction of unconventional superconductors from first principles, several challenges appear. Here, we highlight a few of them:

- By their nature, unconventional superconductors are strongly correlated electron systems. A prediction of such systems and analysis of their superconducting state from first principles requires a description beyond conventional DFT in order to properly include correlation effects. In recent years there have been some efforts to develop adapted XC functionals in DFT [143]. Alternatively, the combination of DFT with many-body techniques such as dynamical mean field theory [198] and its extensions [199], RPA [200], two-particle-self-consistent approach [201], or functional renormalization group [196]—to mention a few—has been rather successful. This combination of methods has helped to advance our understanding of unconventional superconductors.
• Albeit the limitations of conventional DFT to describe correlated materials, this technique is extremely useful to investigate the intrinsic magnetism in many of these unconventional superconductors. More challenging is, however, to relate such magnetic simulations to superconductivity [202].

• In contrast to most superconductors, where superconductivity sets in upon cooling the material in its stochiometric form or, in the very exceptional case of the hydrides, through application of extraordinary pressures, unconventional superconductivity in correlated electron systems arises mostly after manipulating the materials either via chemical or electrical doping or via pressure or strain. This makes the search for new unconventional superconductors from first principles difficult already at the level of DFT, since it requires simulations of complex supercells to account for doping effects, as well as multiple simulations under various pressure/strain conditions to identify possible superconducting phases [203]. In the continued search for new superconductors, a better understanding of how to tune materials toward desired parameter regimes is therefore of continued interest. Various approaches are being explored including not only combinations of chemical crystal engineering and physical pressure or strain, but exfoliation of 2D materials and formation of hybrid structures as well.

• The complexity of first principles simulations enforces sometimes the use of minimal effective models, such as generalized Hubbard models, to describe these systems where the information of the specific material is encoded in the hopping and interaction parameters of the model. To understand even the minimal models—applicable to arbitrary unconventional superconductors—continued development of numerical methods is needed to predict properties, in order to compare with experiments and characterize the models.

• Finally, the implementation of ML algorithms and statistical methods [204, 205] may be useful in the search, design and prediction of unconventional superconductors.

21.3. Advances in science and technology to meet challenges

From the perspective of new material searches, finer chemical control of disorder, often present in unconventional superconductors, is an ever-present target. For understanding the effects of disorder, doping, strain and pressure, further development of first principles structure predictions is likely to continue playing a prominent role.

From the modeling perspective, adapting various numerical many-body methods to treat correlation effects as well as electron-lattice interactions on the same footing is highly desirable.

Finally, topological superconductors are emerging as a platform for exotic states. Naturally occurring topological superconductors are rare, with some exceptions like the recently most discussed UTe2 [206]. Other options are topological insulators with induced unconventional superconductivity [207] that have the potential to host Majorana fermions and to exhibit supersymmetry, and they also hold promise for technological applications, including topological quantum computation and spintronics.

21.4. Concluding remarks

Unconventional superconductivity in strongly correlated electron systems is a very exciting and, at the same time, very puzzling state of matter. Searching for high-\(T_c\) unconventional superconductors in this class of materials remains a challenging task. However, the recent developments both on the modeling side with advanced numerical techniques and the application of ML algorithms, as well as developments on the experimental side, including efforts of merging superconductivity with topology opens a myriad of opportunities to be explored yet.
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Appendix A. Q & A on current and future challenges in room-temperature superconductivity: a virtual round table

While collecting contributions for this roadmap, we asked all contributors to share their views on the current and future challenges in the field, by answering four questions. The answers, collected below, offer a nice picture of the current status of superconductivity research.

Q1: What do you find exciting in this field?

Arita: Ab initio prediction (or materials design) of new superconductors is a very fascinating topic for me.

Pickard: Of course—the possibility of realising the dream of ‘room conditions’ superconductivity is incredibly exciting, especially if the result leads to technological materials. But just as exciting is that the progress made so far shows that the triangle theory/computation/experiment show the way forwards for the design of future materials.

Kolmogorov: The acceleration of structure searches with MLIPs. What I find the most exciting about these advances is that the models can now be generated virtually without any supervision and they are fast enough to accelerate ab initio search by orders of magnitude. The methodology has the potential to dramatically expand the search for new materials in general and new superconductors in particular. With all the successful ML designs introduced in recent years, there have been surprisingly few predictions of thermodynamically
stable materials made with the help of MLIPs. Further automation and dissemination of the ML tools will help evaluate the benefits of using the methodology for different materials classes.

Heil: One thing that excites me here is that the pace of research progress is so high at the moment. It seems that almost every day there are new studies and reports adding to our current understanding. Of course, the fact that we are currently working at such extreme conditions that have been unattainable experimentally not so long ago adds to the excitement, as we are breaking completely new grounds here. Lastly, the fact that el–ph superconductivity has been calculated and measured to reach critical temperatures close to room temperature is amazing, when considering that for almost 100 years people thought 25 K was the upper limit for conventional superconductivity.

Stanev: I am really excited about the advent of AI and ML methods in the study of superconductivity. The methods offer tools that can help address some of the biggest challenges in the field. Extracting and organizing information dispersed over thousands of papers, visualizing and analyzing high-dimensional data, even orchestrating an efficient experimental campaign—it has already been demonstrated that AI can be used for all of these. Since superconductivity has been studied for more than a century, there is plenty of experimental and computational data available. AI is uniquely suited for the task of analyzing the data created by generations of researchers and turning it into actionable knowledge.

Errea: This field is so exciting because, for the first time, we know that hydrogen-based compounds can be room temperature superconductors, one of the ultimate goals of science. The challenge now is to understand if these compounds can also have record critical temperatures at lower pressures, even ambient pressure.

Zurek: First of all, I am excited about all of the novel chemistry that emerges under pressure. Uncovering new bonding rules that can be used to explain the unique stoichiometries and structures that become stable is great fun. Secondly, I find it remarkable that theoretical predictions are really driving this field forward. The synergy between theory and experiment, and how it has led to such quick advances is a success story.

Yanming Ma: Room-temperature superconductivity has been a century long-held dream since the discovery of the first superconductor mercury in 1911. Now the dream is becoming true in the system of hydrogen-rich superconductors stabilized under high pressure, where the highest $T_c$ for clathrate structured LaH$_{10}$ reaches 260 K. Future study toward ternary hydrogen-rich superconductors is exciting in view of the recent report on a C–S–H system with $T_c$ at 280 K though more experiments are needed to confirm the results. An era of ‘hot’ superconductors in the hydrogen-rich systems under high pressure might come soon.

Margine: We are now witnessing a remarkable progress in the development of advanced computational methods, in particular for treating electron–phonon and electron–electron interactions on an equal, ab-initio, footing. This could help shed light on important unsolved questions regarding the role of Coulomb correlations in different classes of superconductors. Furthermore, developments aimed at including effects arising from plasmons and spin fluctuations open the door for exploring their impact on the superconducting pairing.

Eremets: Realisation that high pressure is a really powerful tool which brings new prospects to the field of superconductivity, room temperature superconductivity, and likely will influence the search of HTSC at ambient pressures. Second, a remarkable synergy of theory, calculations and experiment, close interaction with the theoreticians, tremendous progress, especially in the last few years.

Q2: How do you think we can get to room temperature room pressure SC?

Arita: For room temperature SC, I expect that it will soon be realized in hydrogen compounds. The question is whether we can retain those high $T_c$’s at ambient pressure. For this problem, I am not so optimistic, although we may have a chance to find some metastable structure. To realize room temperature superconductivity at ambient pressure, I think that we should search for another unconventional superconductor.

Pickard: I would be surprised if we can get to room temperature and zero pressure using hydrogen. I expect other light elements will be needed.

Heil: Obviously we still need to collect a lot of information in order to be able to point to a clear path to achieve room temperature superconductivity at ambient pressures, as despite the tremendous research efforts and gained knowledge so far, a large area is still unexplored. In my opinion, with research focus now turning to ternary hydride compounds, there will be quite a number of reports of highest-$T_c$ superconductivity at much lower pressures compared to the binary hydrides. This will help to pinpoint and carve out the essential properties and particularities to reach room temperature/pressure superconductivity.

Errea: Since the superconducting mechanism here is the well-known electron–phonon interaction, a combination of theory and experiment allows fast progress. This will be crucial as well for the next discoveries. However, theoretical and experimental techniques need to advance.

Zurek: We need to find a way to kinetically stabilize the superconducting materials. This can only be done by introducing some sort of framework of elements that can form strong bonds, such as elements from group 14–16.

Yanming: I do not see an immediate step to reach room temperature superconductivity at room pressure. But it becomes a certainty for finding room temperature superconductivity in hydrogen-rich compounds under high pressure. Ternary or quaternary hydrides under high pressures are the good candidates for room temperature superconductors.

Eremets: A case of H$_3$S as a covalent metal likely shows a workable way. Carbon-based and other materials with light atoms have characteristic frequencies comparable with H$_3$S. Doping or alloying can turn them to covalent metals (as pressure does for hydrides) and superconductors. $T_c > 78$ K is will likely be achieved according to the calculations and thanks to progress in the experiment. RTSC probably will be found in this way, this does not contradict the basics.
Q3: What are the main technical challenges?

Arita: I think that the most important challenge is the development of a non-empirical and non-perturbative method which enables us to study unconventional superconductivity from first principles.

Pickard: From the computational side, the main challenge is to perform high quality (converged) $T_c$ computations at sufficient scale. Experimentally and computationally we need to understand why the number of synthesised superconducting compounds is relatively low, as compared to the number of predictions.

Heil: For me as a theorist, I see the main challenges in the sheer number of possible configurations of the structural search space, which means clever, efficient and unbiased structure search methods are of essential importance. Furthermore, we have already seen for a couple of hydride compounds that anharmonic effects and also temperature effects can have significant impact on the materials’ properties. Although methods do exist to include these effects, they are currently very expensive computationally.

Errea: From the theoretical side a proper treatment of ionic quantum fluctuations is required. It has been shown that these effects can stabilize crystal structures with huge electron–phonon interaction at much lower pressures than expected otherwise. The challenge is to incorporate these ionic quantum effects into CSP methods. From the experimental side new developments are expected to better control the chemical reactions that yield high-temperature superconducting hydrides at high pressures.

Zurek: In the field of CSP currently we can quite reliably predict many stable and metastable crystal structures. But we do not know quite yet how to choose which stoichiometries and unit cell sizes to consider, how to set limits on which structures should be more thoroughly interrogated, and set criteria for what could be synthesizable. Currently, much of this boils down to choices that human beings make based on intuition and imperfect information.

Yanming Ma: There are several technical challenges. (i) Synthesis of thermodynamically stable ternary or quaternary hydrides in experiments; (ii) experimentally, the determination of compositions and crystal structures of the hydrides superconductors is challenging since hydrogen is not seen in XRD data; (iii) measurement of magnetic susceptibility under high pressure that is a must for verifying the superconductivity is challenging.

Margine: Modeling large, realistic systems from first principles will remain a formidable challenge for future research.

Eremets: From an experimental point of view, we are preparing technically better for the search of new superconductors at high pressures rather than at ambient pressure. We already reached 410 GPa at 2250 K. Still, the efficiency of high-pressure experiments is not satisfactory—currently we produce much fewer works than theoreticians do. Ambient pressure is a challenge for high-pressure laboratories. We can synthesize some samples based on the high pressure experience—a pilot search. We can also do some characterization. But the synthesis of materials on a large scale, and their characterization requires a well-equipped material science laboratory.

Q4: Which directions do you see as most promising in superconductivity?

Arita: While ab-initio prediction of unconventional superconductivity is very fascinating, materials design of conventional superconductors is also exciting. Even if the transition temperature cannot be higher than 40–50 K at ambient pressure, if it is malleable and ductile, it will be very useful in many applications.

Pickard: Exploiting entropy to design new superconductors—either dynamically stabilised systems, or doping and alloys, and probing the full energy landscape.

Heil: For me, this would be a combination of topics mentioned in points 2 and 3. Firstly, I do think that we can still learn a lot about electron–phonon interaction and the hydrides’ properties in general by investigating a lot of different ternary compounds. For the binary ones, we have already seen that one can categorize them, very broadly speaking, into two different classes (covalent hydrides and hydrogen-rich SLC structures), and I am very excited to see how the ternary structures fit into this picture and if there are new classes even to be found. Secondly, I think that the inclusion of anharmonic and temperature effects will be crucial to really understand these materials on a quantitative level, and further research efforts will need to be spent to enable a more streamlined and efficient way to incorporate these effects in our current workflows.

Errea: A systematic theoretical search based on CSP methods will continue with ternary compounds. In parallel, crystal structure searches with ionic quantum effects will be incorporated. Provided a clear chemical understanding of why these compounds are high-$T_c$ compounds is built in the community, these searches will provide new interesting compounds in the near future. Hopefully, new high-$T_c$ compounds at lower pressures.

Zurek: The advances made in superconducting hydrides is phenomenal and the field is moving at lightning speed. I think this will continue to be the main driver for discovering new superconducting compounds for a while.

Eremets: At present, conventional superconductivity has a great potential for finding ‘hot’ superconductivity at high pressure and new superconductors at least with $T_c > 78$ K at ambient pressure. Superconductors with other than phonons ‘glue’ for electrons can probably provide higher critical temperatures. As soon as quantitative theories emerge, we can expect the same fruitful symbiosis between theory, computation, and experiment that proved so successful for the superconducting hydrides.
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